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ABSTRACT 

Phenotypic variation manifests from either simple (monogenic) or complex (multigenic) 

traits. Variation due to genetic and environmental influences is important because the ability 

to produce a range of phenotypes is essential for adaptive evolution. Complex traits are 

important not only for evolution, but because many diseases are complex traits. The genetic 

architecture of complex traits can be very multifaceted, with a large number of causal genes 

each having a small effect on the overall heritability of the trait, and as such our 

understanding of the genetic architecture and control of complex traits is limited. Complex 

traits are studied through quantitative trait loci mapping and genome-wide association 

studies. Since there are a great range of resources available for the nematode 

Caenorhabditis elegans, this is an appropriate system in which to study the genetic 

architecture of complex traits. Dauer larvae development represents a suitable complex trait 

as many of the genes involved and their genetic pathways have been identified. This trait is 

also important for the clear links between the dauer larvae of free-living species and the 

infective stages of many parasitic nematodes, and is therefore important as a model 

complex trait. Dauer larvae are routinely studied under unnatural conditions, with a cohort 

of aged-matched worms exposed to concentrated pheromone from many worms, conditions 

that are not obviously ecologically or evolutionally relevant. It is therefore important to 

understand the dynamics of growing populations in the laboratory both specifically to 

understand C. elegans, and generally to understand the genetics of complex traits. 

Methods have been established for the analysis of population growth assays, and 

experiments to validate this style of assay have been carried out for the analysis of dauer 

larvae development in a growing population. In this, extensive variation in dauer larvae 

development between natural wild isolates and the canonical isolate N2 has been shown, 
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variation which has previously not been demonstrated in standard dauer larvae assays. The 

genetic basis of this variation was also investigated using two Recombinant Inbred Line (RILs) 

panels made from two distinct parental genotypes of C. elegans, Isogenic Lines (ILs) of C. 

elegans and also a C. briggsae RIL panel. These analyses revealed that the genetic 

architecture of dauer larvae development in growing populations is highly complex, with a 

large number of QTLs affecting this trait. Also, comparison of the results from the different 

mapping approaches (RILs vs. ILs) revealed variation in their power to detect QTLs, as the ILs 

were capable of identifying far more QTLs than the RILs. Three candidate genes which have 

an effect on dauer larvae development in growing populations were identified and analysed. 

These candidates are npr-1, srg-36 and srg-37, each showing a negative effect on dauer 

larvae development in a growing population and an allelic effect of variation at npr-1. 

Together, these results demonstrate that extensive variation in dauer larvae development 

can be analysed in growing populations, that the underlying genetics can be mapped and 

that candidate genes can be identified for the underlying regions. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 
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Complex traits 

All organisms show phenotypic variation; this can be at multiple biological scales including 

morphology, physiology and behaviour. This variation can manifest as disease. Some of this 

variation is comparatively simple, with phenotypes controlled by a single gene (monogenic 

or Mendelian traits), such as obesity in mice (Coleman and Eicher, 1990; Leibel et al., 1997) 

and male sterility in Drosophila melanogaster (Wakimoto et al., 2004). In contrast, other 

variation is complex with phenotypes controlled by multiple genes (multigenic), such as with 

three genes affecting geotaxis in D. melanogaster (Toma et al., 2002), and many diseases, for 

example, the three known genes leading to early-o set Alzhei e s Disease Bla ke  et al., 

2003). Both simple and complex traits are not, however, only under genetic control, they 

also show gene-environment interactions with environmental specific effects, for example, 

many behaviours and some aspects of morphology (Anholt and Mackay, 2004; Forbes et al., 

2010).  

The manifestation of complex traits is therefore the result of the relationship between an 

o ga is s ge eti  akeup a d the e i o e t in which they live. Variation due to the 

environment can be seen in reaction norm studies.  Reaction norm studies allow the 

visualisation of phenotypic plasticity, where organisms of the same genotype produce 

phenotypic variation due to varying environmental conditions, for example, age and size at 

maturity (Stearns and Koella, 1986) and changes in life-history traits, morphology and 

behaviour induced by predation (Dodson, 1989). Variation in reaction norms is important, as 

the ability to promote or inhibit adaptive change, depending on the nature of the 

phenotype-environment interactions, is an important aspect of evolutionary adaptation 

(Lande and Shannon, 1996). The environmental specificity of complex traits is strongly 

supported in studies of human disease, for example in smoking and lung cancer, where 
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smokers are more susceptible to lung cancer than non-smokers through the inhalation of the 

carcinogens present in cigarette smoke (Watson and Conte, 1954; Cornfield et al., 2009). The 

link between sunlight and skin cancer has also been studied, showing the p38 signalling 

pathway plays a vital role in solar ultraviolet skin carcinogenesis (Liu et al., 2013).  This 

demonstrates that variation in environmental conditions can have negative effects on an 

o ga is s health a d a  i te a t i  a o ple  a  ith ge eti  a iatio . Co ple  t aits 

are important for their effects on disease but are also important for adaptive evolution, such 

as in the wing shape of D. melanogaster where 35 quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for this trait 

were identified (Zimmerman et al., 2000) and the adaptation of Arabidopsis thaliana to a 

wide range of climates (Hoffmann, 2005). However, because genetic architecture is 

sometimes very complex, with each causal gene of a complex trait only making a small 

contribution to the overall heritability of the complex trait (Fisher, 1918), our understanding 

of complex traits is limited. It is therefore important to understand the genetic architecture 

and control of complex traits; as complex traits are important for evolutionary change, show 

variability in their phenotypes are under genetic and environmental control and can also 

manifest as disease.  

 

The genetics of complex traits 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS), which find associations between polymorphic 

alleles and phenotypes of interest, are an effective way in which the genetic basis of 

complex traits is studied. In humans, GWAS studies have discovered hundreds of marker loci 

and si gle u leotide pol o phis s “NPs , asso iated ith diseases su h as C oh s 

disease (Barrett et al., 2008), type-1 diabetes (Barrett et al., 2009), obesity (Greenawalt et 

al., 2011) a d Pa ki so s disease ‘hodes et al., 2010). Many trait-associated SNPs 
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identified in studies such as these are thought to impact the relevant phenotypes through 

effects on gene expression as they are found to be in non-coding regions (Shastry, 2009), for 

example, many of the SNPs identified in studies of tumorigenesis in human cancers (Esteller, 

2011).  Gene expression has also been examined using SNPs which allow for the mapping of 

quantitative levels of gene expression as expression QTLs (eQTLs) (Cookson et al., 2009). 

Studies of gene expression in blood and brain tissue (Hernandez et al., 2012), follicular 

lymphoma (Conde et al., 2013) and eQTLs in human heart (Koopmann et al., 2014) show that 

combining SNP data from GWAS with expression profiling data can be used to further 

characterise the functions of trait-associated SNPs (Conde et al., 2013; Koopmann et al., 

2014).  

The majority of GWAS have been done to identify loci affecting human disease, using human 

populations (Hindorff et al., 2009; Hindorff et al., GWAS catalog; Visscher et al., 2011), 

however a more limited number of studies have been undertaken in model organisms. Data 

gained in these studies has led to insights on the genetic basis of disease, and from there to 

disease models. For example, i  Alzhei e s Disease, a didate ge es were examined using 

model organisms including a east odel of Aβ to i it  T eus h et al., 2011), a Drosophila 

odel of Aβ a d Tau “hul a  et al., 2011), and a Caenorhabditis elegans model for drug 

development (Lublin and Link 2013). Post-GWA“ testi g, like these Alzhei e s odels, ha e 

promoted extensive pharmaceutical research and have led to the development of 

medications for disease. 

QTL mapping can also be used to identify candidate genes for complex traits. QTL mapping 

utilises molecular markers (for example SNPs) linked to at least two classified genotypes 

(Mackay, 2006; Mackay et al., 2009), where individuals of different genotypes at marker loci 

will have different trait values (Sax, 1923; Lander and Botstein, 1989). These crosses are 
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called Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs). RILs are a collection of strains used to map QTLs. 

They are created by crossing two related genotypes selected for their differing phenotypes, 

these parental strains must produce fertile offspring, forming the F1 generation. The F1 

progeny are crossed to generate the F2 generation. F2 progeny are crossed again for a 

number of generations until chosen lines are inbred, either through selfing or sibling pair 

mating to create genetically stable recombinations (Pollard, 2012) (Fig 1.1). Nearly Isogenic 

Lines/Introgression Lines (NILs/ILs) are another type of cross used to map QTLs. They are 

created in a similar way to the RILs, though each time a cross is made it is mated to one of 

the original parental lines (Fig 1.2). The final NILs are selected for homozygosity, which can 

be done through PCR of simple sequence repeats (Miao et al., 2005). 
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Figure 1.1: Recombinant inbred lines. Parents are crossed to create an F1 generation. F1s are 

then inter-crossed to create the F2 generation. The F2s are crossed for a number of 

generations and then left to inbreed to produce a panel of genetically stable RILs. Individuals 

are represented by a set of diploid chromosomes. Each parent genotype is represented by 

either white or black. 
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Figure 1.2: Introgression lines. Parents are crossed to create the F1 generation. F1 progeny 

are crossed, where recombination occurs, to produce an F2 generation. F2s are then crossed 

with the reference parent for several generations and then allowed to inbreed, at which 

point homozygous individuals are selected. Individuals are represented by a set of diploid 

chromosomes. Each parent genotype is represented by either white or black. 

 

A common trait analysed in QTL studies is lifespan, which is an important trait as 

understanding the biology of ageing is crucial to understanding age related diseases. While 

knowledge in this field is growing, the causes of ageing are still not fully understood (Gems 

and Partridge, 2013). QTL mapping has been used to study natural variation of lifespan using 

D. melanogaster (Nuzhdin et al., 2005; Lai et al., 2007), C. elegans (Ayyadevara et al., 2003; 

Vertino et al., 2011) and Mus musculus (Lang et al., 2010; Leduc et al., 2011).  

Several genetic mutations and pathways have been found to increase lifespan, such as the 

Insulin/insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), forkhead box O transcription factor (FOXO) and 

Target of rapamycin pathways (Gems and Partridge, 2013). For example, in the insulin/IGF-1 
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pathway, lifespan is affected through a response of the IGF-1 receptors activating a 

downstream signalling pathway containing proteins which affect lifespan in both mice and 

humans (Kenyon, 2010). Just as there are conserved homologues between D. melanogaster, 

C. elegans and M. musculus, there are also human homologues that could have the potential 

to increase lifespan, such as the association of the FOXO3A gene and increased human 

lifespan (Willcox et al., 2008). QTL mapping has also been used to identify potential disease 

related genes. Such studies on disease related genes have identified, for example, 73 

candidate genes for hypertension in humans (Hubner et al., 2005) and 51 candidate genes 

for abnormal corpus callosum in humans (Poot et al., 2011).  

Other evolutionarily relevant complex traits have also been studied. For example, in work 

e te di g a k to the s on D. melanogaster, on whole genome variation on fitness 

(Mackay, 1985), copulation latency (Moehring and Mackay, 2004; Mackay et al., 2005), 

starvation resistance (Harbison et al., 2004; Harbison et al., 2005), lifespan (Vieira et al., 

2000; Leips and Mackay, 2000), chill coma recovery (Morgan and Mackay, 2006) and 

locomotor reactivity (Jordan and Mackay, 2006; Jordan et al., 2007; Yamamoto et al., 2007). 

These studies have identified significant features of the genetic architecture of D. 

melanogaster, including the identification of extensive pleiotropy between the traits, for 

example, genes affecting defence response to bacteria are common between starvation 

resistance and fitness. It was also shown that around half of expressed transcripts have a 

sex-bias in D. melanogaster (Ayroles et al., 2009).  

RILs are widely available for many model organisms, and with more advanced lines coming 

into circulation, for example, the Arabidopsis multi-parent advanced generation inter-cross 

lines (Kover et al., 2009), the Drosophila Synthetic Population Resource (King et al., 2012) 

and the recombinant inbred advanced intercross lines (RIAILs) of C. elegans (Rockman and 
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Kruglyak, 2009). Using such lines it is now possible to identify QTL to single polymorphisms 

(e.g. McGrath et al., 2009). However, due to the critical role of cross structure in generating 

sufficient numbers of recombination events and the number of lines needed for the high 

resolution, i.e. the number of markers, and statistical power, only a few of these advanced 

panels are available. GWAS and QTL mapping studies are usually a pre-curser to the 

identification of the causative nucleotides of trait variation. However, both QWAS and QTL 

studies are valuable in their own right, for example, in understanding the relationship 

between environmental and genetic determinants, which do not necessarily require gene 

identification.  

Forward genetics approaches, principally undertaken via induced mutagenesis, can also be 

used to identify genes affecting particular traits. Ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) is the 

standard method of inducing mutations in C. elegans and Drosophila (Brenner, 1974; Emery, 

2007) and N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) is the standard for inducing mutations in mice 

(Justice et al., 1999). EMS is an efficient mutagen for generating point mutations, causing GC 

– AT transitions as well as small deletions and chromosomal rearrangements (Sega, 1984; 

Anderson, 1995). ENU is also an efficient mutagen which produces transversions as well as 

transitions (Anderson, 1995). The standard protocol for EMS and ENU mutagenesis on C. 

elegans is to incubate fourth larval stage worms (See Fig. 1.3) or young adults for four hours 

in EMS, followed by thorough washing when finally mutagenised individuals are screened for 

a trait of interest (Brenner, 1974; De Stasio and Dorman, 2001). For instance, mutagenesis 

has been successfully used to identify genes that affect lifespan in mice (Holzenberger et al., 

2002), D. melanogaster (Rogina et al., 2000) and C. elegans (Lin et al., 1997). This method of 

gene identification is considered easier than QTL and GWAS because of its ability to induce 

single-gene mutations in defined genetic backgrounds (Belknap et al., 2001; Nadeau and 
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Frankle, 2000). It is however not clear the extent to which mutagenesis defines the same 

genes and types of variants as that identified by GWAS or by QTL analysis. 

A recurring problem with GWAS and QTL studies is that the SNPs and QTLs identified as 

statistically significant only explain a small proportion of the variance, and the variance of a 

trait can be explained by either the genetics (the heritability), or the environmental 

component (Hindorff et al., 2009; Manolio et al., 2009). A general biological issue with QTL 

mapping and GWAS analysis is also that changes in environmental conditions have an 

influence on the genetic control of life-history traits (Hoffmann and Willi, 2008), therefore 

many QTLs could be hidden if not analysed in a range of environments. Variation in the 

environment, such as changes in temperature and nutrient availability, will induce 

differential expression of genes (Li et al., 2006), allowing organisms to adapt phenotypes to 

maximise their fitness (Hansen et al., 2012). For example, a higher than normal temperature 

results in faster growth rates, shorter development times, and smaller adult size in insects 

and other ectotherms (Angilletta Jr. et al., 2004; Zuo et al., 2012) in order to cope with this 

environmental pressure. 

A technical issue with QTL mapping and GWAS is the experimental reproducibility of the 

QTLs and SNPs detected, as environmental changes can affect variation of phenotypes. Gene 

expression changes due to short intervals of large temperature change (heat shock) have 

been widely studied in a number of organisms; the free-living yeast Schizosaccharomyces 

pombe (Xue et al., 2004), the pathogenic yeast Cryptococcus neoformans (Kraus et al., 2004), 

the bacteria Escherichia coli (Guisbert et al., 2004), the fruit fly D. melanogaster (Sørensen et 

al., 2005) and the nematode C. elegans (GuhaThakurta et al., 2002). However, organisms 

raised under natural conditions are often exposed to longer periods of less extreme 

temperature changes. The ability to respond to these changes differs among genotypes. This 
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is clearly demonstrated by studies that have investigated gene expression plasticity in C. 

elegans (Li et al., 2006). Li et al., investigated this by growing populations of RILs, made from 

the parental lines CB4856 and N2, at two different temperatures of 16°C and 24°C (Li et al., 

2006). They demonstrated that temperature differences lead to drastic differences in gene 

expression, and that this response was largely regulated by trans-genes (Li et al., 2006). In 

addition, differences between the genetic correlations between life-history traits in 

populations of C. elegans RILs grown at 12°C and 24°C have also been analysed (Gutteling et 

al., 2007a). In both of these studies the genetic architecture was analysed using QTL 

mapping.  

Gene expression plasticity has also been studied in two yeast strains grown under two 

different conditions (glucose and ethanol as carbon source) (Smith and Kruglyak, 2008), 

where the linkage of 1555 gxeQTL (Gene-environment QTL) were tested, revealing 17% of 

the gxeQTL showing an effect in only the glucose environment and 21% showing an effect in 

only the ethanol environment (Smith and Kruglyak, 2008). Environmental influences on 

phe ot pi  a iatio  ha e ee  sho  i  diffe e t spe ies , ho e e  a iatio  is also see  

between genetically identical individuals (Rea et al., 2005). Rea et al., showed that isogenic 

individuals of C. elegans when heat shocked (exposing worms to a high temperature above 

their ideal temperature for a short time, 1 or 2 hours), resulted in wide variation in lifespan, 

from around 3 – 16 days, and thermotolerance, from 4 – 9.5 hours (Rea et al., 2005). The 

experiments of Rea et al indicate that trait variation and the interaction of genetic 

components with environmental influences is fundamental to understanding how an 

organism adapts, and therefore how evolution continues. 
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Complex traits and fitness 

Co ple  t aits e ol e i  o de  to i ease a  o ga is s fit ess, to i p o e its ha es of 

survival (Monteiro and Podlaha, 2009). For example, pigmentation as camouflage in 

butterflies (Monteiro and Prudic, 2010), mate selection in Achroia grisella (Limousin et al., 

2012) and dispersal in flying insects (Zimmerman et al., 2000) or dauer larvae in some 

species of nematode (Riddle et al., 1981). Environmental conditions, such as temperature, 

can change rapidly and unpredictably and can affect the reproduction and growth of many 

organisms (Jump and Peñuelas, 2005; Arendt, 2010). Living at different temperatures can 

result in trade-offs in performance , for example, between enzyme stability and function, 

where enzymes selected for stability at high temperatures are less functional at lower 

temperatures and vice versa (Fields, 2001; Arnold et al., 2001).  In some cases, trade-offs 

which have been positively selected can manifest as disease associated alleles (Hindorff et 

al., 2009). In humans, for example, there is evidence for prostate cancer susceptibility 

(Summers and Crespi, 2008) and heart disease risk (Rockman et al., 2004) being positively 

selected. A reason for positive selection of disease causing alleles is due to the increase in 

fitness they confer via their effects on other traits or in certain environments. A simplistic 

example of this is demonstrated in sickle cell anaemia, a debilitating disease which leads to a 

considerably shortened lifespan (Stuart and Nagel, 2004), which might be expected to have 

been removed from the gene pool by natural selection. However, in certain geographical 

areas this disease, and the alleles that produce it, are highly prevalent (Piel et al., 2010) 

because it confers a selective advantage in protection against malaria parasites (Aidoo et al., 

2002; Piel et al., 2010; Duraisingh and Lodish, 2012). 
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Complex traits and dispersal 

Dispersal is a fundamental feature of populations, having important consequences on 

population dynamics; demographics, genetic drift, extinction rates, and on individual fitness; 

reproductive success, colonisation ability and defence strategies (Ronce and Oliveri, 1997; 

Bowler and Benton, 2005). Given that many species rely on dispersal, in one form or 

another, the fitness of dispersal morphs is of key importance for species survival (Clutton-

Brock and Lukas, 2011; Edelsparre et al., 2014) not just in the methods for dispersal, but in 

the success of the dispersal morph at colonising new habitats. To increase the chances 

colonisation success, the timing of dispersal, the number of dispersal morphs and their 

ability to effectively use the available resources need to be considered (Noblin et al., 2012). 

Dispersal is particularly important for species which rely on ephemeral habitats (Travis and 

Dytham, 1999), as dispersal is an absolute requirement, due to the local extinctions taking 

pla e he  a ha itat s esou es a e depleted (Dytham and Travis, 2006).  

There are three categories of dispersal; emigration, inter-patch movement and immigration 

(Bowler and Benton, 2005). A number of studies have suggested various theories as to the 

evolution of dispersal and these include; reducing competition between kin (Ronce and 

Promislow, 2010), reduced inbreeding (Lebigre et al., 2010), limiting resource competition 

(Gowaty, 1993), reaction to overcrowding (Clotuche et al., 2010) and reaction to 

environmental stochasticity (Bach et al., 2007). Organisms need to make decisions on the 

habitat they are in before dispersing in the hope of finding a resource rich habitat, 

considering: 

1. the population density; the amount of competition and how many members of kin 

there are; 

2. the amount of available resources (i.e. the patch size);  
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3. the distance to the next resource patch; predators, energy usage, and the ratio of 

males to females (Bowler and Benton, 2005). 

There is extensive variation in the mechanisms for dispersal across species, ranging from 

flight (e.g flying insects), flagella (e.g. some unicellular organisms and bacteria) and legs (e.g 

mammals) to organisms that depend on wind and gravity, such as reproducing plants. There 

is also intraspecific variation in some species. For example, predominantly male-biased 

dispersal is often observed in mammals, while female-biased dispersal is more common in 

birds (Greenwood, 1980; Pusey, 1987; Lawson Handley and Perrin, 2007). Another form of 

within species variation is in the morphological variation of distinct dispersal morphs, as 

demonstrated by Fjerdingstad et al., (2007). Fjerdingstad et al. showed that the ciliated 

protist, Tetrahymena thermophile, was able to transform their cell shape to produce morphs 

varying in swim-speed. Similarly, Innocent et al. (2010) showed two distinct, long-winged 

and short-winged, female dispersal morphs in the parasitic wasp Melittobia australica. 

Interestingly, other life-history traits varied between the two morphs; short-winged females 

with lower rates of dispersal emerged with more fully developed eggs and lay a higher 

proportion in their first clutch (Innocent et al., 2010). 

 

Models of environmentally dependant complex traits 

A fundamental issue in biology is determining how phenotypes are produced by genotypes 

and how environmental variation acts on these genotype-to-phenotype maps. That 

organisms respond to their environment is clear, as is the adaptive nature of a subset of 

these environment interactions, with organisms modifying their behaviour, physiology or 

phenotype to maximise fitness (Pigliucci, 2005; Rodriguez et al., 2012) referred to as 
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phenotypic plasticity. Establishing that environmentally induced variation in a trait is actually 

adaptive is not however straightforward. Phenotypic plasticity is the ability in which a 

genotype can produce a variety of phenotypes, morphologies and behaviours in response to 

different environmental conditions (West-Eberhard, 1989). Understanding how phenotypic 

plasticity evolves and how it is maintained by selection is therefore also required if we are to 

understand life-history evolution (Pigliucci, 2005). To achieve such an understanding of 

phenotypic plasticity, it is necessary to understand not only the genetic pathways that 

control a given polyphenism, but also how these specific pathways are affected by variation 

in other traits. Understanding the genetic architecture of phenotypic plasticity, specifically 

that which controls developmental switches, is important in determining how the control of 

phenotypic plasticity is related to the control of the trait itself and where variation between 

genotypes acts on these developmental switch pathways. Developmental switching is an 

important phenotype for many organisms, for example, the switch between free-living and 

parasitic morphs in parasitic nematodes (e.g. Ashton et al., 1998) and for most species there 

is either a good understanding of the genetics of a trait, or of the ecological relevance of that 

trait. A case in point is the development of dauer larvae, an environmental resistant 

dispersal stage, in nematodes. Here there is an excellent understanding of the genetics of 

dauer larvae formation in some nematode species, particularly the model nematode 

Caenorhabditis elegans, but understanding of the ecological significance is limited. However, 

C. elegans is a good model for the analysis of an environmentally dependant complex trait 

because of the tools and resources available to study C. elegans. Further, there is evidence 

that suggests that the plasticity of dauer larvae development in C. elegans is related to 

variation in other life history traits such as the population growth rate (Harvey et al., 2008). 
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Introduction to Caenorhabditis elegans 

The model organism, C. elegans is a free-living, bacteria eating, nematode. One of the key 

traits making it such a useful model organism is its relatively rapid life-cycle (See Fig 1.3). In a 

favourable environment, eggs hatch into the L1 stage, then develop through 3 further larval 

molts before the reproducing adult stage is reached.  When environmental factors such as 

temperature, population density and food abundance are unfavourable, the development of 

an alternative larval stage is influenced, known as dauer larvae (Cassada and Russell, 1975; 

Klass and Hirsh, 1976; Riddle, 1977). The average lifespan of wild-type C. elegans isolates is 

between two and three weeks, although variation in lifespan is observed between different 

strains of N2 (the wild-type strain used in most studies of C. elegans). This implies that 

lifespan can evolve rapidly, as variation in the lifespan of individuals derived from a common 

ancestor was shown to be between 12 and 17 days (Gems and Riddle, 2000). As would be 

expected, many environmental factors have been found to affect lifespan in C. elegans, for 

example, temperature and food concentration (Klass, 1977) and oxygen levels (Honda et al., 

1993).  
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Figure 1.3: The life-cycle of C. elegans. C. elegans has a 14 hour embryogenesis period which 

is followed by 36 hours of development from larval stage 1 to adult, at 25
o
C (Byerly et al., 

1976; Riddle et al., 1997). In periods of environmental stress, an alternative 3rd stage larval 

morph, dauer larvae, is chosen. 

 

C. elegans has two sexes, hermaphrodites (XX) and males (XO), and can reproduce by both 

self-fertilisation and cross-fertilisation (Hodgkin, 1987). Progeny produced from self-

fertilisation are predominantly hermaphrodites with around 0.2% males occurring from 

nondisjunction of X chromosomes, while cross-fertilised broods contain an equal number of 

hermaphrodites and males (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997). Sex determination was among the 

first traits to be characterised by genetic analysis (Hodgkin and Brenner, 1977; for a review 

see Haag, 2005), after the initial genetic studies by Sydney Brenner (Brenner 1974; Sulston 

and Brenner, 1974), and the process is now well understood. Each hermaphrodite produces 

around 300 sperm to be used for self-fertilisation, and as they can produce more oocytes 

than sperm, close to 100% of the sperm are used producing around 300 selfed progeny 

(Ward and Carrel, 1979). A hermaphrodite can also be mated with a male to produce up to 
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2500 more cross progeny (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997). For both mated and unmated 

hermaphrodites, most progeny are produced during the first five days of the reproducing 

period.  

 

C. elegans dauer larvae development 

C. elegans’ dispersal morph is known as the dauer larvae, an alternate third larval stage (Fig 

1.3). Before the discovery of their natural habitat, where all stages of development can be 

isolated, most nematodes isolated from the wild are found as dauer larvae. Dauer larvae are 

developmentally arrested, develop at high conspecific population densities when food 

availability is low and are specialised for long-term survival and dispersal (Cassada & Russell, 

1975; Golden & Riddle, 1984a, b; Hu, 2007). Isolating only dauer larvae suggested conditions 

suitable for reproduction were rare and that development of dauer larvae is important in the 

C. elegans lifecycle. However, C. elegans is commonly studied under very unnatural 

conditions and little is known about the properties of growing populations. For instance, 

most analyses of growth, reproduction and aging in C. elegans are performed under non-

competitive conditions with an ad libitum food source (e.g., Dorman et al., 1995; Hodgkin & 

Doniach, 1997; Harvey et al., 2008). Similarly, dauer larvae formation is normally analysed in 

cohorts of age-matched individuals developing at high pheromone concentrations and a 

limited amount of food (e.g., Golden & Riddle, 1984b; Viney et al., 2003; Harvey et al., 2008) 

and has not been analysed in growing populations. Crucially, the limited number of studies 

that have looked at C. elegans under more natural conditions often reveal novel effects or 

explain apparent contradictions between theory and analyses undertaken using standard 

laboratory conditions. For example, fitness costs of age-1 loss of function, a mutation that 

dramatically increases lifespan, were only revealed under competitive conditions (Walker et 
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al., 2000; Jenkins et al., 2004). Also, the otherwise paradoxical sperm-limited fecundity seen 

in C. elegans was not observed when nematodes were grown in more natural resource 

limited conditions (Goranson et al., 2005). Such observations suggest that potentially 

important variation may only be observable when C. elegans is cultured in more natural 

conditions. 

Dauer larvae are formed when conditions are unsuitable for growth and reproduction, 

triggered by a high level of dauer pheromone coupled with low levels of food. Dauer 

pheromone, a complex mix of structurally related ascarosides (Jeong et al., 2005; Butcher et 

al., 2007, 2008, 2009a and 2009b; Pungaliya et al., 2009; Park et al., 2012), is used by C. 

elegans to assess population density, with these ascarosides also acting to regulate 

aggregation, mate recognition and dispersal (Srinivasan et al., 2008; Pungaliya et al., 2009; 

Harvey, 2009; Izrayelit et al., 2012; Jang et al., 2012). There are three major pathways 

involved in dauer larvae formation: 1. the transforming growth factor β TGF-beta), 2. the 

insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF) and 3. the guanylyl cyclase pathways. Sensory 

information from unfavourable environmental cues, such as ascarosides components of the 

dauer pheromone and nutrient-sensing, are transmitted through each of them (Juilfs et al., 

1997; Sommer and Ogowa, 2011 ).  

The TGF-beta and the IGF pathways control dauer larvae formation through the regulation 

signalling cascade pathways using the DAF encoded proteins; DAF-2 (Kimura et al., 1997), 

DAF-23 (Gottlieb and Ruvkun, 1994) and DAF-16 (Shaw et al., 2007; Ruaud et al., 2011). 

Under suitable growth conditions, the TGF-beta and IGF pathways are suppressed which 

allows normal reproduction to occur, and are uninhibited when conditions become 

unfavourable for growth (Ren et al., 1996; Sommer and Ogowa, 2011). The guanylyl cyclase 

pathway, an olfactory signal transduction pathway, regulates dauer formation through the 
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inhibition of daf-11, which encodes cilium-localized guanylyl cyclase, by ODR-  L Etolile a d 

Bargmann, 2000; Jensen et al., 2010a), identifying the role of cilia activity in dauer larvae 

development (Albert and Riddle, 1983). 

A number of genes have been identified, through mutagenesis studies, which affect dauer 

larvae development in standard dauer larvae formation assays (see Appendix Table 1 for a 

list of these genes). This demonstrates the extensive knowledge of genes and gene pathways 

affecting dauer larvae development, though in a very unnatural way. This in turn suggests 

that a more natural investigation into dauer larvae development, i.e. in a growing 

population, could lead to the discovery of ecologically relevant dauer genes, and could also 

validate the already discovered genes. 

There are clear morphological links between the dauer larvae of free-living species and the 

infective stages of many parasitic nematodes. For example, both are non-feeding morphs, 

both are surrounded by a strong cuticle, both are resistant to environmental factors and 

both exhibit different behaviours to the organisms other larval stages (Lee, 2002). There are 

also genetic links between the dauer larvae of free-living species and the infective stages of 

many parasitic nematodes. Examples are the genes daf-7, which controls entry into infective 

or free-living stage of the parasite Strongyloides papillosus (Ogawa et al., 2009), and the daf-

16 ortholog, fktk-1, in the parasite Strongyloides stercoralis (Castelletto et al., 2009). 

However, there are still major differences too, for example, parasitic nematode orthologs of 

the TGF-beta pathway (a key regulatory pathway of dauer larvae formation in C. elegans) 

have no role in the formation of the infective stage in parasitic nematode species (Viney et 

al., 2005). This indicates that while these two processes are similar they are not entirely 

analogous traits, as parasitic nematodes have evolved to use the common signalling 

pathways in different ways (Viney et al., 2005).  
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Ecology of C. elegans 

Counter to the wealth of knowledge into the genetics of C. elegans, very little is known of its 

ecology (Félix and Braendle, 2010). Up until very recently, it was widely believed to be a soil-

dwelling nematode (Barrière and Fèlix, 2005; Caswell-Chen et al., 2005). Indeed, soil and 

compost is where C. elegans populations were sought (Barrière and Fèlix, 2005). More 

recently, specific sampling of nematodes on rotting fruit and vegetable matter has led to the 

discovery of 16 new species of Caenorhabditis, strongly suggesting Caenorhabditis are not 

soil e atodes, ut a e f uit o s  Kio tke et al., 2011; Félix et al., 2013). Consistent 

with this, large proliferating populations of up to 10,000 individuals, of C. elegans and C. 

briggsae have been found on rotting plant material (Félix and Duveau, 2012).  

N2, the isolate of choice for developmental and genetic studies, displays very different 

behaviours under laboratory conditions than all other wild isolates. These behaviours 

include bordering, burrowing and clumping. The standard N2 strain was cultured for over 10 

years before being frozen in 1969 (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997) and is used in the majority of 

studies using C. elegans. Due to the early culturing of N2, and the certain laboratory 

adaptations it would have gained, it is unclear if experimental observations are due to 

laboratory adaptations or are incorrectly inferring natural variation. A point in case for 

laboratory adaptation is the npr-1 gene, which encodes for a G protein-coupled 

neuropeptide receptor. The G proteins are the largest family of eukaryotic signal 

transduction proteins that communicate across the membrane (Cherezov et al., 2007). NPR-

1 is used in oxygen sensation, a process in which N2 has a unique combination of alleles 

compared to wild strains, the difference being a single amino acid, at number 215, being 

either phenylalanine  or valine (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998). This difference in the amino 
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acid sequence of the NPR-1 protein has been attributed to domestication to laboratory 

conditions (Weber et al., 2010). 

Extensive variation in dauer larvae formation has been shown between laboratory adapted 

and natural isolates of C. elegans (Diaz et al., 2014), however, this variation has been 

investigated under conditions which are very unnatural for the wild species. Indeed, with the 

discovery of the natural habitat of C. elegans it has been shown that large propagating 

populations, consisting of all larval stages (Félix and Duveau, 2012), can endure in a harsh 

and fluctuating environment with populations likely to have been initiated with a small 

number of dauer larvae. With the extensive potential for genetic and environmental 

variation to influence the formation of dauer larvae, the variation seen in natural and 

laboratory adapted populations is contentious, with careful consideration needed to any 

comparisons made. Because of the unnatural way of investigating the trait, coupled with our 

limited understanding of the ecology of C. elegans, it is important to understand the 

dynamics of growing populations in the laboratory and how dauer larvae develop in such 

populations. Also, the analysis of the genetics of complex traits has a more general 

significance as many complex traits can be linked with the manifestation of diseases. 

 

Analysis of growing populations of C. elegans 

The principle cues for dauer larvae development, pheromone level and food availability, will 

be different for a growing population than for the standard dauer larvae assay. The 

population growth rates, pheromone production and consumption of bacterial food will 

change as a consequence. Given this difference between the two assays, the ecological 

relevance of the extensive variation between C. elegans isolates in their sensitivity to dauer 
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inducing conditions as assessed by analysing age-matched individuals at high pheromone 

concentrations and limiting amounts of food is unclear (Viney et al., 2003; Harvey et al., 

2008). The predominantly selfing mode of reproduction in C. elegans and the observation of 

extensive large haplotype blocks in natural isolates (Anderson et al., 2012) complicate the 

analysis of this variation. QTL mapping however is a possible way in which variation of the 

causal genetic regions can be identified.  

Comparative analysis of C. elegans and C. briggsae has the potential to increase the 

understanding of the genetic basis of dauer larvae development. Both of these species are 

free-living, self-fertilizing hermaphrodites with facultative males (Hillier et al., 2007), have 

the same number of chromosomes and have similar genome sizes (Stein et al., 2003), occupy 

the same ecological niche (Félix and Duveau, 2012) but diverged around 100 million years 

ago. 
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Aims of this thesis 

The aims of this thesis are to investigate dauer larvae development in a growing population. 

This will establish a new method of investigating dauer larvae, a method which will more 

closely relate to the natural habitat of C. elegans, in that a population will be allowed to 

grow from a single or small number of founding nematodes. These population assays will 

differ from the standard dauer larvae assay by changing determinates for dauer larvae 

formation; food availability, pheromone and allowing natural behaviours. The number of 

dauer larvae in the population will be established and compared to the total number of 

nematodes in the population, as opposed to the number of dauer larvae formed within a set 

number of nematodes. Specifically, the aims are: 

1. to establish methods for the analysis of dauer larvae development in growing 

populations, and to carry out experiments to validate this style of assay for the 

analysis of dauer larvae development (Chapter Two). 

2. to investigate the genetic basis of dauer larvae development in a growing population 

through QTL mapping, using Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs) and Isogenic Lines (ILs) 

(Chapters Three and Four). 

3. to investigate comparative differences in the genetic basis of dauer larvae 

development in growing populations, using crosses between different of C. elegans 

genotypes, and a related species, C. briggsae (Chapter Four). 

4. to validate the QTLs by investigating their reproducibility and the effect 

environmental conditions have on their reproducibility. To investigate candidate 

genes using mutant isolates and RNA interference (RNAi) (Chapter Five). 
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CHAPTER TWO: Development of Caenorhabditis elegans dauer larvae in 

growing populations 

 

Work reported in this chapter has been published as: 

Green JWM, Harvey SC (2012). Caenorhabditis elegans dauer larvae development in growing 

populations. Nematology 14: 165-173  
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SUMMARY 

Natural populations of Caenorhabditis elegans exhibit rapid population growth within 

resource-rich patches of decaying organic material and subsequent dispersal, primarily as 

developmentally-arrested dauer larvae, between patches. The properties of growing 

populations of C. elegans are, however, poorly understood. Here methods that allow the 

analysis of growing populations of C. elegans have been developed.  Using these methods 

show that food availability, dauer pheromone (a measure of conspecific population density) 

and temperature affect dauer larvae development in growing populations as would be 

predicted from analyses of single synchronised cohorts of worms. These analyses 

demonstrate that as food patch size increases, dauer larvae are formed prior to patch 

exhaustion and that the number of dauer larvae present increases after the patch is 

exhausted, i.e. worms that had not completed development as dauer larvae when the food 

was exhausted continue development in the absence of bacterial food. Analysis of post-

dauer development of dauer larvae formed under different conditions indicates that the 

subsequent reproductive fitness of dauer larvae that complete development after the 

exhaustion of the bacterial food patch is reduced in comparison with dauer larvae that 

develop prior to patch exhaustion. Also shown are the differences between the population 

size, the number of dauer larvae and lifetime fecundity between populations grown in 2 and 

3 dimensional environments. Analysis of mutant isolates with abnormal growth and 

physiology are shown to have subsequent effects on dauer larvae development. Overall, this 

work demonstrates that population level analyses of C. elegans are feasible, support 

previous studies of the environmental factors affecting dauer larvae development and 

suggest an adaptive benefit for variation between isolates in the sensitivity of dauer larvae 

development.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Patchily distributed ephemeral habitats, e.g., rotting fruit, fresh compost and other nutrient- 

and bacteria-rich substrates are important for many species (Hanski and Beverton, 1994) 

such as, earthworms (Edwards, 1983), nematodes (Félix and Duveau, 2012) and fungi 

(Rayner and Boddy, 1999). The species associated with such habitats are important providers 

of ecosystem services, e.g. soil aeration and decomposition, and help to shape many aspects 

of the wider ecosystems (Bengtsson, 1998; Lavelle et al., 2006). Species reliant on ephemeral 

resources often have high local extinction rates, and commonly follow metapopulation 

dynamics (Hanski, 1998). Given this, genotype fitness will depend on how quickly and 

efficiently resources are used within a patch, the timing of dispersal stage production, the 

number of dispersal morphs produced and the subsequent success of these dispersal 

morphs at colonising new patches. Changes in environmental factors, such as temperature 

and both food abundance and quality, will affect the dynamics of these populations, altering 

both within-patch actions and dispersal success (Bowler and Benton, 2009). Genetic 

differences will also affect population dynamics and the potential exists for local adaptation 

in both life history traits (Moiroux et al., 2010) and behaviour (Cousyn et al., 2001). 

Therefore, it is important to determine how traits affecting both population growth and 

dispersal are controlled and how such traits are related. 

Laboratory-based studies of model organisms represent one way in which such questions 

can be addressed. For instance, mesocosm studies of the soil mite Sancassania berlesei have 

shown the importance of both density and of maternal effects in population growth (Bowler 

and Benton, 2005, 2008) and of inter-patch distance in population dynamics (Bowler and 

Benton, 2009). Other model systems have, for example, demonstrated the rapid evolution of 

infection strategy in Steinernema feltiae in response to changes in host (i.e., patch) 
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availability, identifying trade-offs between infection rate and other life-history traits 

(Crossan et al., 2006) and the effects of infection with a bacterial parasite on dispersal of the 

ciliate Paramecium caudatum (Fellous et al., 2010). The free-living nematode Caenorhabditis 

elegans is potentially another good laboratory-based model for the analysis of dispersal and 

of adaptation to ephemeral habitats, but relatively little is known of the ecology and 

population dynamics of the species (Barrière and Félix, 2005, 2007, although see Félix and 

Duveau, 2012 for recent findings). Specifically, there has been no previous investigation of 

dauer larvae development in growing populations. 

Here I have developed and validated methods to allow the analysis of dauer larvae 

formation in growing populations. The first stage in developing and validating the methods 

was to investigate dauer larvae development in growing populations under different 

environmental conditions; different temperatures and amounts of food, to see if the 

numbers corresponded with standard dauer larvae assays. The role of the dauer pheromone 

in a growing population was also explored, as this is a key component of the standard dauer 

larvae assays. 

The second stage of method development and validation was to produce a working 

environment for the worms where they could exhibit their natural behaviour and at the 

same time be analysed at the end of the assay period. An agar medium, referred to as the 

3D environment, was created and compared to the standard agar medium, referred to as 

the 2D environment. Growing population assays were performed in the 2D and 3D 

environments to compare population size and the number of dauer larvae. Lifetime 

fecundity, population growth rate and the start of dauer larvae formation in a growing 

population was also analysed in the 2D and 3D environments. 
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After the initial validation of the growing population assay, a further three ecologically 

relevant questions regarding dauer larvae development in a growing population were 

investigated. Firstly, how does the population size and number of dauer larvae in a 

population vary when started with different numbers of individuals? Secondly, can L1 and L2 

stage worms complete dauer larvae formation when all food has been exhausted? Finally, is 

there a fitness difference between dauer larvae formed in the presence of and without 

food? 

The last part of the methodology and validation section was to examine growing populations 

of mutant lines. These genetic mutations, some of which are known to effect dauer larvae 

formation, were investigated to see if, (1) those which are known to have an effect on dauer 

larvae formation in standard dauer assays show the same effect in a growing population and 

(2) to see if genetic defects in gene pathways necessary for the sensation of and interaction 

with their environment may affect other phenotypes. 

In combination, these analyses show that growing populations of C. elegans can be analysed 

in a way suitable for large scale mapping studies. Results also validate the dauer larvae 

development in growing populations assay, showing that dauer larvae formation is affected 

as would be predicted by previous studies of dauer larvae development using single cohort 

assays.  
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METHODS 

NEMATODES 

N2, the canonical C. elegans wild-type, CB4856, the Hawaiian strain and mutants, DR476: 

daf-22 (m130)II, CX2205: odr-3(n2150)V, DA1113: eat-2(ad1113)II, DA465: eat-2(ad465)II, 

DR27: daf-16(m27)I, PR680: che-1(p680)I and TJ1052: age-1(hx546)II were obtained from 

the Caenorhabditis Genetics Centre. DR476, an isolate produced by mutagenesis of N2 

worms, that is defective in dauer pheromone production (Golden and Riddle, 1982) was 

used to test the role of dauer pheromone in growing populations. The mutant isolates were 

used to test the role of various disruptions to C. elegans development and physiology in the 

formation of dauer larvae in growing populations. 

Isolates were maintained using standard methods on NGM plates (Stiernagle, 2006), with 

the OP50 strain of Escherichia coli as a food source. For all assays, nematodes were 

synchronised by isolating eggs from gravid hermaphrodites by hypochlorite treatment 

(Stiernagle, 2006), and placing them at 20
◦
C on NGM plates without food. The resulting 

hatched larvae arrested development at the first-stage larvae (L1). Arrested L1s were then 

transferred to plates with food and allowed to develop to fourth-stage larvae (L4s), before 

use in assays.  

For all experiments, plates were blind-coded and treatments were randomised, with plates 

that became contaminated, or failed to grow were excluded from analysis. For the assays 

using 2D environments, plates on which worms burrowed into the agar were also excluded 

from analysis as such plates did not allow the recovery of worms. All worm numbers 

represent living worms. 
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POPULATION SIZE AND DAUER LARVAE FORMATION IN GROWING POPULATIONS 

Food concentration and temperature 

To investigate the role of food availability and temperature on dauer larvae formation and 

population growth, growing populations were initiated with one N2 L4 hermaphrodite on 55 

mm diameter dauer agar plates (Viney et al., 2003). At 20
◦
C, populations were initiated on 

plates with 100 μl of 5, 10 or 20% (w/v) Escherichia coli (See Appendix Fig 1 for 

standardisation). At 15 and 25
◦
C, populations were initiated with 100 μl of a 20% (w/v) 

suspension of E. coli. To prepare bacterial food, overnight cultures, grown in LB broth, were 

centrifuged and the supernatant discarded, with the bacterial pellet re-suspended in water 

at the required percentage w/v concentration. All food within an experiment was from the 

same batch of prepared bacteria. However, differences between batches of bacteria mean 

that worm numbers are not directly comparable between experiments (see Chapter Five for 

further investigation of the effects of variation due to variation between bacteria). Plates 

were monitored daily until patch exhaustion, defined by the depletion of all food, a stage 

recognised by the dispersal of all worms from the exhausted area (Hodgkin and Barnes, 

1991). At this point, all worms were washed from the plates and suspended in a total 

volume of 10 ml. Population size was determined by counting the number of worms in 1 ml 

of this solution, with a further ten-fold dilution used to count large populations. The number 

of dauer larvae was determined by incubating the remaining 9 ml of suspended worms for 

30-40 min in a 1% (w/v) solution of sodium dodecyl sulphate, a treatment that kills all non-

dauer stages of C. elegans (Stiernagle, 2006). The suspension was then centrifuged for 2 min 

at 1000 g, the supernatant removed and worms re-suspended in water. This wash step was 

repeated and then worms were transferred to plates with food. Dauer larvae were then 

allowed to recover overnight prior to counting. 
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Pheromone 

To investigate the role of the dauer pheromone, growing populations were initiated with 

either two N2 L4 hermaphrodites or with one N2 and one DR476 L4 hermaphrodites. At food 

exhaustion, population size and the number of dauer larvae were determined as above. 

DR476, a daf-22 mutant, is incapable of producing the dauer pheromone as DAF-22 is 

required for pheromone biosynthesis (Butcher et al., 2009) but the mutant is able to sense it 

(Riddle and Golden, 1985). 

 

2D VERSUS 3D ENVIRONMENTS 

To investigate differences in the structure of their environment, population assays were also 

performed as described above except that agar concentration was varied, with normal, 

dauer agar, plates containing 20g/l (2D environment) and sloppy agar plates containing 4g/l 

(3D environment). Using the 3D environment corrected an initial issue with the population 

assays where worms tended to burrow into the agar when the population size was very 

large, making recovery and accurate counting impossible. Sloppy agar is solid enough to hold 

a pellet of bacterial food, allows worms to burrow freely and allows recovery of all worms 

for assay. To investigate the effects of this 3D environment on C. elegans life history, 

population growth was analysed by counting the population size and dauer larvae each day 

in plates. This was done using the above methods, however, the contents of the plates were 

washed into a centrifuge tube and suspended to a total volume of 10 ml, 1 ml of this was 

taken for the population count and 1 ml was taken to determine the number of dauer 

larvae. The population count sample was further suspended to a total volume of 10 ml, with 

1 ml used to determine to the total number of worms. The dauer larvae sample was 

suspended in 1% (w/v) solution of sodium dodecyl sulphate to a total volume of 5ml. Finally, 
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lifetime fecundity determined by moving the adult worm to fresh plates every 24 hours for 

5-6 days until reproduction had stopped, with the offspring on the old plates left to grow to 

L2s and counted, and reproductive timing, i.e. the onset of reproduction, were investigated 

for N2 and CB4856 in each of the environments (Byerly et al., 1997; Hodgkin and Barnes, 

1991). 

 

Populations started with differing numbers of worms 

To determine the effect on population size and the number of dauer larvae of starting 

populations with differing numbers of worms, population assays were performed using 3D 

plates and started with 1, 2, 5, 10 or 20 N2 L4s with 100 μl of a 20% (w/v) concentration of 

OP50 and incubated at 20
◦
C until food was exhausted, at which point the population size and 

the number of dauer larvae were determined as described. 

 

POPULATION SIZE AND DAUER LARVAE FORMATION AFTER FOOD EXHAUSTION 

A single N2 L4 was placed onto the plates with 100 μl of a 5% (w/v) concentration of OP50 

and incubated at 20
◦
C (no dauer larvae are formed prior to patch exhaustion at this food 

level). Population size and the number of dauer larvae were determined as described above 

for ten replicate plates at food exhaustion and then daily for each of the next 8 days. 

 

DAUER LARVAE RECOVERY, LIFETIME FECUNDITY AND REPRODUCTIVE SCHEDULE 

Dauer larvae were isolated, as described above, from plates with either 5% (dauer larvae 

formed after food exhaustion) or 20% (w/v) (dauer larvae formed before food exhaustion) 

food patches. This allowed the isolation of dauer larvae that formed both before and after 
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patch exhaustion at the same time. These dauer larvae were then individually transferred to 

plates with food and incubated at 20
◦
C. The onset of reproduction, the time when the first 

egg is laid, was then determined by observing the plates hourly for a 9 h period starting 41 h 

after worms were transferred onto food. Progeny production in these worms was also 

determined as described above. For these data, the start of the onset of egg laying and the 

daily cumulative fecundity were analysed by Mann-Whitney U-test. 

 

DAUER LARVAE FORMATION IN MUTANT WORMS 

Various mutant isolates were used to investigate the role of genetic defects on dauer larvae 

formation in growing populations. To test the role of sensory neurons, strains CX2205 and 

PR680, which have mutations in the odr-3 and che-1, respectively, were investigated. odr-3 

encodes a G protein alpha subunit and che-1 encodes a C2H2-type zinc finger, mutations in 

these genes cause severe olfactory defects (Roayaie et al., 1998) and defective chemotaxis 

of water-soluble attractants (Lewis and Hodgkin, 1977), respectively. To test the role of 

feeding, strains DA1113 and DA465, both of which contain mutations of the eat-2 gene were 

investigated.  EAT-2 is a ligand-gated ion channel subunit that regulates pharyngeal pumping 

(Avery, 1993) and is also required for normal life-span (Lakowski and Hakimi, 1998) and 

defecation (Thomas, 1990). The effect of age alteration was tested using the strain TJ1052, 

which has a mutation in age-1, a gene that encodes a homologue of mammalian 

phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase (PI3Ks) catalytic subunits and is required for normal 

development and normal senescence (Morris et al., 1996), and salt-sensing (Tomioka et al., 

2006). Finally, an isolate which has abnormal dauer formation, DR27, due to a mutation in 

the daf-16 gene, was tested. DAF-16 is the only forkhead box O (FOXO) homologue in C. 
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elegans, and it acts in the insulin/IGF-1 signalling pathway (Ogg et al., 1997), regulating 

lifespan and dauer larvae development (Gems and Riddle, 2000; Lin et al., 2001).  

 

ANALYSIS 

Population sizes were analysed by one-way analysis of variance (One-way ANOVA), with post 

hoc testi g  Fishe s least sig ifi a t diffe e e test, as data e e o all  dist i uted a d 

the variances between groups were equal. Dauer larvae numbers were not normally 

distributed and were analysed by Kruskal-Wallis test. As suggested by Dytham (2003), Mann-

Whitney U tests were used for pairwise testing as the Kruskal-Wallis test lacks a post hoc 

test. All analyses were carried out using Minitab® Statistical Software (Minitab, Coventry, 

UK). 
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RESULTS 

DAUER LARVAE FORMATION IN GROWING POPULATIONS 

Food concentration and temperature 

Analysis of population size at food exhaustion indicates that, as expected, larger populations 

develop at higher resource levels (F2,29 = 30.58, p < 0.001) (Fig 2.1A). The population size at 

food exhaustion also varied in response to the temperature (F2,47 = 14.67, p < 0.001) (Fig 

2.1A).  

 

Figure 2.1: C. elegans dauer larvae development in growing populations depends on food 

availability and temperature. The mean number (±1 SE) of (A) worms and (B) dauer larvae 

present at patch exhaustion for populations started with one N2 fourth-stage larva (L4) and 

 μl of 0% (w/v) E. coli i u ated at diffe e t te pe atu es, a d  μl of diffe e t 

concentrations of food incubated at 20
◦
C. n denotes the sample sizes for each group. 

Treatments marked with the same letter do not differ significantly; those marked with 

different letters are significantly different (p < . ; Fishe s Least “ig ifi a t Diffe e e . 
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These data also show that dauer larvae formation varies with resource availability (H = 

23.11, df = 2, p < 0.001) (Fig 2.1B), with no dauer larvae developing prior to food exhaustion 

on the 5% (w/v) plates. Dauer larvae formation was also affected by temperature (H = 18.61, 

df = 2, p < 0.001) (Fig 2.1B), with a much greater proportion of the population developing as 

dauer larvae at 25
◦
C. These indicate that a larger population size does not necessarily result 

in the highest number of dauer larvae, as suggested by the food availability assays. 

 

Pheromone 

Analysis of the pheromone manipulated populations indicates that similar sized populations 

developed in populations derived of N2 + N2 and of N2 + DR476 (two worms initiating the 

population) (F1,19 = 0.32, p = 0.58) (Fig 2.2A). These suggest both that changes in pheromone 

levels are not sufficient to affect population growth rates and that DR476 does not have a 

reduced growth rate in comparison to N2. By contrast, analysis of dauer larvae formation in 

these populations indicates that dauer larvae formation does depend on pheromone level in 

the environment (H = 7.92, df = 1, p = 0.005) (Fig 2.2B).  
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Figure 2.2: C. elegans dauer larvae development in growing populations depends on dauer 

pheromone. The mean number (±1 SE) of (A) worms and (B) dauer larvae present at patch 

exhaustion for populations started with one N2 L4 and one DR476 L4 with 100 μl of 20% 

(w/v) E. coli, incubated at 20
◦
C. n denotes the sample sizes for each group. The pheromone + 

and – is for reference only. Treatments marked with the same letter do not significantly 

differ; those marked with different letters do significantly differ (p < 0. ; Fishe s Least 

Significant Difference). 

 

2D VERSUS 3D ENVIRONMENT 

Analysis at food exhaustion shows that population size and the number of dauer larvae 

formed are different (F1,26=20.73, p < 0.001) (H = 12.04, df = 1, p < 0.001), respectively (Fig 

2.3).  To investigate the cause of these differences, analysis of the rate at of population 

growth in a 2D and 3D environment was done.  
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Figure 2.3: Populations of C. elegans grown in a 2D and 3D environment vary in the 

population size and number of dauer larvae produced. The mean (±1 SE) population size (A) 

and number of dauer larvae (B) present at patch exhaustion for populations started with one 

N2 L4 with 100 μl of 20% (w/v) E. coli, incubated at 20
◦
C grown in 2D and 3D environment. n 

denotes the sample sizes for each group. Treatments marked with the same letter do not 

significantly differ; those marked with different letters do significantly differ (p < 0.05; Mann-

Whitney U test). 

 

Analyses of the rate of population growth indicate that in the first few days of population 

g o th the populatio  sizes do t sig ifi a tl  diffe  W = 2270.5, p = 0.80), but on day 6 of 

growth the population size of the 3D environment is larger (W = 34.0, p = 0.02). These data 

also show that the number of dauer larvae measured daily does not differ significantly 

overall (W = 2177.0, p = 0.35), but days 5 and 6 demonstrate a significant difference (Day 5: 
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W = 100, p < 0.001. Day 6: W = 28.0, p = 0.002) (Fig 2.4). Figures 2.3 and 2.4 together 

indicate the importance of habitat structure on a growing population. 

 

Figure 2.4: Populations of C. elegans grown in a 2D and 3D environment vary in growth 

rates. The mean (±1 SE) population size (A) and number of dauer larvae (B) present at daily 

intervals for populations started with one N2 L4 with 100 μl of 20% (w/v) Escherichia coli, 

incubated at 20
◦
C grown in 2D and 3D environment. n = 8 plates per day. Asterisks (*) 

denotes days where the daily population size or number of dauer larvae differed between 

treatments (p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 

 

The mean lifetime fecundity of worms grown on the two environments, 2D and 3D, is not 

significantly different between the same genotype (N2: F1,6 = 0.16, p = 0.70. CB4856: F1,8 = 

0.37, p = 0.56), but comparison of N2 and CB4856 on 3D shows a significant difference (F1,9 = 

12.32, p = 0.007) which is not seen when grown on 2D (F1,6 = 2.13, p = 0.20) (Fig 2.5A). The 

cumulative daily fecundity shows that on day two for N2 there is a significant difference (W = 
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21, p = 0.04) while CB4856 does not vary on any days (Fig 2.5B). These suggest that 

environment-specific interactions are taking place and that they play an important role in 

how a population grows and the decision to form dauer larvae. 

 

Figure 2.5: Lifetime fecundity of the same genotype does not vary between 2D and 3D 

environments but the reproductive schedule does. (A) The mean (±1 SE) lifetime fecundity of 

N2 and CB4856 genotypes. Asterisks (*) denotes where the lifetime fecundity differed 

between treatments (p < 0.05; One-way ANOVA). (B) Cumulative daily fecundity (±1 SE, 

which in some cases are too small to be visible). Asterisk (*) denotes days where the 

cumulative daily fecundity differed between treatments (p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). n 

denotes the sample sizes for each group. 

 

Populations started with differing numbers of worms 

Analysis of populations started with different numbers of worms shows that population size 

varies (F4,84 = 19.13, p < 0.001) (Fig 2.6A). The number of dauer larvae formed also varies (H = 

48.42, df = 4, p < 0.001) (Fig 2.6B). These data indicate that a population size and structure 

strongly depends on how many worms initiate a population. 
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Figure 2.6: The population size and the number of dauer larvae formed are subject to the 

number of worms that initiate a population. (A) The mean (±1 SE) population size and (B) the 

mean (±1 SE) number of dauer larvae at food exhaustion for populations started with a 

different number of worms. n denotes the sample sizes for each group. Treatments marked 

with the same letter do not significantly differ; those marked with different letters do 

significantly differ (Population size: p < 0. ; Fishe s Least “ig ifi a t Diffe e e. Dauer 

larvae p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 

 

DAUER LARVAE FORMATION AFTER FOOD EXHAUSTION 

Investigation of worm populations after food exhaustion indicates that population size 

continues to increase for the first few days after food patch exhaustion (Fig 2.7A), peaking 

on the third day after food exhaustion. During this period, the number of dauer larvae also 

increases slightly (Fig 2.7B). After this time (day 4 and after) the population size remain 

relatively constant and was predominantly composed of arrested L1s, L2s and dauer larvae, 

with the number of dauer larvae increasing until day 6/7. This indicates that worms which 
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had not completed development as dauer larvae at food exhaustion continued development 

in the absence of bacterial food (Fig 2.7B). 

 

Figure 2.7: Larvae of C. elegans can complete development as dauer larvae after food patch 

exhaustion. The mean number (±1 SE) of (A) worms and (B) dauer larvae present on plates 

after the exhaustion of a 100 μl of 5% (w/v) E. coli food patch in populations at 20
◦
C started 

with a single N2 L4. n = 10 plates per day. 

 

DAUER LARVAE RECOVERY, LIFETIME FECUNDITY AND REPRODUCTIVE SCHEDULE 

Comparison of subsequent reproduction between dauer larvae that had formed in the 

presence of food and those that had formed in the absence of food indicated that the onset 

of reproduction was delayed in worms that completed dauer larvae development after food 

exhaustion (W = 825.25, df = 68, p < 0.001) (Fig 2.8A). Further, comparison of the daily 

cumulative fecundity of these recovered dauer larvae showed that lifetime fecundity was 
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reduced in worms that completed dauer larvae development after food exhaustion (Day 5: 

W = 1035, p = 0.03. Day 6: W = 1025, p = 0.03. Day 7: W = 1026.5, p = 0.03) (Fig 2.8B). 

 

Figure 2.8: Development of Caenorhabditis elegans as dauer larvae after food patch 

exhaustion affects subsequent reproduction. (A) Time to onset of reproduction and (B) 

cumulative daily fecundity (±1 SE, some cases too small to be visible) of recovered dauer 

larvae that developed at 20
◦
C in the presence of food (shaded bars and symbols, n = 33) and 

in the absence of food (open bars and symbols, n = 35). Asterisks (*) denotes days where the 

cumulative daily fecundity differed between treatments (p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 

 

DAUER LARVAE FORMATION IN MUTANT WORMS 

The population size and number of dauer larvae formed at food exhaustion was analysed for 

mutant isolates. This showed the population size did not differ between genotypes, but the 

number of dauer larvae formed did (Population size: F7,65 = 1.12, p = 0.37; Dauer: H = 36.23, 

d.f = 7, p < 0.001) (Fig 2.9). DR27, the daf-16 mutant showed very low numbers (an average 
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of 3-4 dauer larvae, in eight replicates) of dauer larvae formed, though it should be deficient 

in dauer larvae development. One of the eat-2 mutants, DA465, showed a significantly 

higher number of dauer larvae formed, suggesting allelic variation between the two 

mutations causing different phenotypes. Interestingly, the che-1 mutant formed fewer dauer 

larvae than N2, although no difference was seen in the other chemosensory mutant, CX205, 

which has a severe defect in chemotaxis. 
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Figure 2.9: Dauer larvae formation in growing populations is effected as a consequence of 

gene mutations. The mean number of (±1 SE) worms (A) dauer larvae (B) present at food 

exhaustion. Dotted black horizontal lines show mean N2 values. Error bars indicate standard 

errors. Asterisks (*) denotes a difference from N2 (Population size: p < 0. ; Fishe s Least 

Significant Difference. Dauer larvae: p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test).  
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DISCUSSION 

Population size and dauer larvae development in C. elegans were examined under differing 

food availability and temperatures. A significantly greater population size was observed at 

the highest concentration of bacterial food, with smaller but similar sized populations 

observed at two lower food concentrations. Temperature also affected population size, with 

the largest populations observed at 20
◦
C. This indicates that the efficiency of food 

conversion is highest at 20
◦
C (Fig 2.1A). These analyses also indicate that dauer larvae 

development in growing populations is affected by food availability and temperature (Fig 

2.1B). These differences in dauer larvae development are as would be predicted given what 

is known of the control of dauer larvae formation in C. elegans from the standard dauer 

larvae assay using synchronised cohorts of developing worms and concentrated dauer 

pheromone (Golden and Riddle, 1984a, b; Hu, 2007). However, these data do show that 

there is a critical amount of food below which dauer larvae do not develop prior to food 

exhaustion in growing populations. This is likely to be a consequence of the limited amounts 

of dauer pheromone (Golden and Riddle, 1982; Butcher et al., 2007; Kaplan et al., 2011), 

which will have been produced on the plates. This pheromone is produced throughout their 

life-cycle (Pomerai, 1990; Butcher et al., 2008) so a smaller population size will therefore 

have considerably lower pheromone levels. Other factors could be due to the age-structure 

of the population. 

The importance of dauer pheromone is also demonstrated by the comparison of N2 

populations with mixed populations composed of N2 and DR476. DR476, a daf-22 mutant, is 

unable to produce dauer pheromone, but is able to sense its presence. The comparison of 

N2 and the daf-22 mutant indicates that the population size at food exhaustion is similar (Fig 

2.2A), while the mixed population shows significantly reduced numbers of dauer larvae (Fig 
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2.2B). Dauer pheromone is used to measure the number of worms in a particular habitat and 

as such, in a mixed population of N2 and DR476, half of the worms are essentially invisible. 

This shows that the pheromone produced by worms in growing populations is crucial for 

specifying dauer larvae development. These analyses indicate that the general processes 

that control dauer larvae development in C. elegans are similar in both standard assays and 

in growing populations i.e. high pheromone concentration in the standard dauer larvae 

assay leads to more dauer larvae formation, and high population size, denoting a higher 

pheromone concentration, leads to more dauer larvae formation in a growing population. 

These data also suggest that dauer pheromone per se is not used as a cue to alter 

reproduction in C. elegans populations at the densities observed here. These analyses of 

food availability, temperature and pheromone support the view that density dependent 

effects on reproduction are a consequence of caloric restriction rather than adaptive 

changes to the life history (Harvey et al., 2008). 

Comparison of population size and of dauer larvae formation on 2D and 3D environments 

indicated that there are differences in population growth rate, in the population size and the 

number of dauer larvae at food exhaustion. The population size and the number of dauer 

larvae are both significantly higher in a 3D environment (Fig 2.3). These data suggest, as 

would be expected given the sensitivity of the C. elegans life-history to its environment, that 

the reproductive schedule, i.e. time to reach adulthood and the onset of reproduction, is 

affected by the difference between the two environments (Fig 2.4).  Lifetime fecundity is not 

different (Fig 2.5A) though early fecundity between the two environments is slightly 

different in N2 (Fig 2.5B), which alongside the day-to-day population growth, suggests that 

under these conditions, and that dauer larvae numbers are also increased, either access to 

food signals is reduced, or access to dauer pheromone is increased. 
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In their natural habitat, growing populations of C. elegans are likely to be initiated by more 

than one dauer larvae. This is likely to be the case from the prevalence of multi-species 

patches, such as the mixed populations of C. elegans and C. briggsae sampled in France 

(Félix and Duveau, 2012) and a number of species sampled from mixed populations in 

tropical rainforests (Félix et al., 2013). This is likely to be the case as mixed populations of C. 

elegans and C. briggsae are routinely observed (Felix and Duveau, 2012) . Investigating 

starting populations with differing numbers of worms shows that the population size 

increases greatly from one to two founding worms with a lesser increase between two and 

twenty founding worms (Fig 2.6A). A difference in the number of dauer larvae formed is not 

seen until a population is started with ten worms (Fig 2.6B). As a new population started 

with a relatively large number of founder worms will grow at a greater rate, pheromone 

levels would increase faster and food levels would decrease much faster, more worms would 

subsequently develop into dauer larvae rather than reproducing adults, explaining why the 

population size does not carry on increasing significantly. It is interesting that the number of 

dauer larvae formed does not begin showing a difference until a much larger number of 

worms are used to start a population, suggesting that there is an important balance between 

the presence of food and pheromone levels. 

After patch exhaustion, the population size continued to increase up until the third day (Fig 

2.7A). This will be a consequence of adult worms laying eggs that were formed with 

resources from both the initial food patch and from the small amounts of bacteria likely to 

remain on the plates. The number of dauer larvae present increases after the food patch is 

exhausted, i.e., worms that had not completed development as a dauer larvae when the 

food was exhausted continue development in the absence of bacterial food (Fig 2.7B). This 

indicates that worms are either eating the carcasses of dead worms or, in the case of worms 
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that have nearly completed development as dauer larvae, using internal energy reserves to 

complete development. It has previously been observed that starved adult hermaphrodites 

retain fertilised eggs within the body and that larvae hatching from these eggs can, by 

consuming their mothers, develop as dauer larvae (Chen and Caswell-Chen, 2004), and this is 

likely to be the origin of some of the dauer larvae observed in this experiment. However, 

given that the dauer larvae observed here will be third, and some fourth generation worms 

which continue into dauer larvae later, only a limited number of adult hermaphrodites (the 

250-350 progeny produced by the founding worm, and a few of their first born progeny) will 

be present. It is therefore unlikely that this number of adults would be sufficient to explain 

the numbers of dauer larvae observed. The bulk of the energy required is likely therefore to 

have come from other third generation worms or from internal reserves obtained prior to 

patch exhaustion. 

For C. elegans, the ability of dauer larvae to colonise a new resource patch efficiently and 

effectively is likely to be very important, and therefore the fitness of dauer larvae will be 

crucial. Here it has been shown that dauer larvae that form in the presence of food recover 

faster and have higher lifetime fecundity than those that complete development after the 

exhaustion of the bacterial food (Fig. 2.8). In conjunction with the observation that dauer 

larvae do not form before food exhaustion at low food levels, this suggests that low food 

patches contribute only low fitness dauer larvae to worm metapopulations. Such patches are 

therefore likely to be of only limited importance to worm metapopulation persistence. In 

contrast, for a Daphnia magna metapopulation, it was found that small ephemeral habitats 

contribute more to the production of the dispersal stage (Altermatt and Ebert, 2010), 

contrary to the standard main-land island model, in which migrants from a few large 

populations (low risk of extinction) drive smaller island populations (high risk of extinction) 
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(Hanski and Gilpin, 1991). This also strongly suggests that the variation observed between 

isolates of C. elegans in their sensitivity to dauer larvae-inducing conditions (Viney et al., 

2003; Harvey et al., 2008) is likely to represent adaptation to differing quantities or qualities 

of food. These reproductive differences of course represent just one potential aspect of 

dauer larvae fitness and it would be interesting to determine if dauer larvae formed under 

different conditions vary in their longevity, survival and behaviour. Given that prolonged 

arrest as a dauer larva has serious effects on subsequent development and reproduction 

(Kim and Paik, 2008), a comparison of survival after a greater period of larval arrest would be 

particularly interesting. 

The population size and number of dauer larvae formed in growing populations of mutant 

isolates identifies variation in dauer larvae formation as a consequence of another 

phenotype (Fig 2.9). The sensory neurons where the odr-3 gene is expressed have been 

shown to affect dauer larvae formation (Bargmann and Horvitz, 1991) and to increase dauer 

larvae formation in standard dauer assays (Alcedo and Kenyon, 2004). However, in a growing 

population, a mutation in odr-3 showed no difference to N2 in dauer larvae formation. This 

could be due to the nature of pheromone increase in a growing population, with sensory 

neurons acting in parallel in detecting environmental stimuli; pheromone and food cues, 

allowing for normal chemosensation che-1, used for olfaction of bacterial by-products 

(Bargmann et al., 1993; Uchida et al., 2003), in a standard dauer larvae assay, formed more 

dauer larvae than N2 (Uchida et al., 2003) due to its ability to perturb dauer-inhibiting 

functions (Reiner et al., 2008). A che-1 deficient mutant in this growing population assay 

formed fewer dauer larvae when compared to N2, which verifies that che-1 has a strong 

effect on dauer larvae formation, shown in both standard and growing population assays 

(Uchida et al., 2003). The daf-16 mutant is expected to show no dauer larvae formed, in 
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standard dauer larvae assays, as it results in dauer-formation deficient worms (Gottlieb and 

Ruvken, 1994). However, very low numbers of larvae were found in this growing population 

assay, although still significantly fewer than N2. These larvae (3 worms found on only 2 out 

of 8 replicates) survived the sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) treatment, an anionic detergent, 

which is the standard treatment for killing all stages but dauer larvae (Cassada and Russell, 

1975; Stiernagle, 2006). Line contamination (i.e. mislabelling of plates or using the wrong 

isolates) is unlikely as no other lines used in the assay formed as few dauer larvae as the daf-

16 mutant isolate. Survival of worms by hatching inside a hermaphrodite is also unlikely, as 

the life-stage of the worms at counting (recovered L4/adult) would have broken out of its 

mother before that point, and it is likely there would be considerably more worms on the 

plate. Gottlieb and Ruvken (1994) noted that small numbers daf-16 mutant worms, 

matching wild-type dauer larvae in every way except for the sealed mouth-parts, survived 

the SDS treatment, which could account for the very low numbers of surviving worms in the 

growing population assay. The two eat-2 mutants, with abnormal pharyngeal pumping, 

resulted in two different phenotypes for dauer larvae formation, one showing significantly 

more dauer larvae than N2, whilst the other was very similar to N2 (Fig 2.9). Boyd et al., 

(2007), showed these two mutations in eat-2 resulted in similar feeding phenotypes, which 

could suggest that the polymorphisms between these two mutants also affect dauer larvae 

development in different ways. A lack of maternal and zygotic age-1 promotes dauer larvae 

development (Morris et al., 1996; Paradis et al., 1999), however, in this population growth 

assay there was no difference from N2, suggesting that the mutant was either still able to 

express the gene, or the style of the assay contradicts the negative effect from the loss of 

function in this gene. 
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These data show that population level analyses of C. elegans are possible. Given the large 

number of available mutant and wild-type isolates and extensive genetic and genomic 

resources this therefore represents a tractable system in which to look at population 

dynamics, dispersal and the relationship between dispersal and other life-history traits. 
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CHAPTER THREE: Genetic mapping of variation in dauer larvae development 

in growing populations of Caenorhabditis elegans 

 

Work reported in this chapter has been published as: 

Green J.W.M., Snoek L.B., Kammenga
 
J.E. and Harvey S.C. (2013). Genetic mapping of 

variation in dauer larvae development in growing populations of Caenorhabditis elegans. 

Heredity 111: 306-313 

 

Sequential pairwise analysis (Shao et al., 2010), bin mapping and IL mapping were 

undertaken by L.B. Snoek. These analyses are shown in Figures 3, 4 and appendix figure 2, 

and also contribute to the QTLs shown in Table 1.  
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SUMMARY 

The appropriate induction of dauer larvae development within growing populations is likely 

to be a primary determinant of genotypic fitness, however, the underlying genetic 

architecture of natural genetic variation in dauer formation has not been thoroughly 

investigated. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping represents one way in which the 

underlying genetics of complex traits can be investigated. Here, using methods developed 

for the analysis of growing populations, extensive natural genetic variation in dauer larvae 

development within growing populations across multiple wild isolates is identified. The 

genetic basis of this variation was examined using introgression lines (ILs) derived from the 

genetically divergent isolates N2 and CB4856. Analysis of these ILs reveals 10 QTLs affecting 

dauer formation. Comparison of individual ILs to N2 identifies an additional 8 QTL and 

sequential IL analysis reveals 6 more QTLs. These findings illustrate the complex genetic 

architecture of variation in dauer larvae formation in C. elegans and may help to understand 

how the control of variation in dauer larvae development has evolved. Most of the identified 

QTLs were validated through multiple tests of individual genotypes, and further analysis of 

the QTLs show that they are variable across environments.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Determining how complex traits are genetically controlled is a requirement if we are to 

predict how they evolve and how they might respond to selection. This involves an 

understanding of how life-history traits interact and change with environmental conditions. 

By combining phenotypic and genotypic data, quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis can be 

used to explain variation in complex traits; however, the genetic architecture of complex 

traits remains contentious. While it is clear that QTLs and the underlying quantitative trait 

nucleotides (QTNs) can be detected (Kammenga et al., 2007; Stern and Orgogoza, 2008; 

Terpstra et al., 2010), it is unclear to what extent current approaches are identifying 

ecologically and evolutionarily relevant variation (Kammenga et al., 2008; Mackay et al., 

2009; Rockman, 2012). 

Environmental effects contribute to the phenotypic expression of many complex traits. 

There are many quantitative trait studies showing differences between organisms in the 

same environments (Nuzhdin et al., 1997; Curtsinger and Khazaeli, 2002; Rockman et al., 

2010), but comparatively fewer investigating differences between organisms under different 

environments (LeDeaux et al., 2006; Boer et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006). QTL by environmental 

effects are likely to have an effect on QTLs found in many studies, with even small 

environmental variation effecting the expression of QTLs. 

Previously, the limited number of QTL studies investigating dauer larvae development in C. 

elegans have been performed by means of the standard dauer larvae assay, using single 

cohorts of age-matched worms with concentrated dauer pheromone and high temperatures 

to promote dauer larvae development (Viney et al., 2003; Harvey et al., 2009). In the 

investigation by Viney et al., 2003, 40 RILs were analysed for dauer larvae formation in 

response to pheromone concentration, with a total of three QTLs for the trait discovered. 
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Harvey et al., 2009 investigated dauer larvae formation in response to different food 

concentrations in a set of 153 RILs, with a total of six QTLs discovered. When comparing to 

the number of genes which effect dauer larvae identified through mutagenesis screens 

(appendix table) these two QTL studies on dauer larvae formations identified comparatively 

fewer QTL regions than might be expected of such a complex trait.  

As methods to allow the analysis of dauer larvae development in growing populations have 

now been validated (Chapter Two; Green and Harvey, 2012), variation in dauer larvae 

formation in growing populations was investigated. These conditions which, due to the 

dynamic nature of the food and pheromone levels in such assays, will more closely 

approximate the natural conditions experienced by the species, whose natural habitat has 

only recently been confirmed as rotting fruit and plant materials (Kiontke et al., 2011; Felix 

and Duveau, 2012). Under such conditions, populations will grow to large sizes and the 

principle cues for dauer larvae development, pheromone level and food availability will 

change as a consequence of the growth and consumption of bacterial food, and of worm 

population growth and pheromone production. To investigate natural variation in 

population size and the number of dauer larvae formed in growing populations, 20 recently 

isolated wild isolates were compared to N2.   

To investigate the genetic architecture of natural variation in dauer larvae formation, a panel 

of introgression lines (ILs) derived from the genetically divergent strains CB4856 and N2 

(Doroszuk et al., 2009) was also analysed. The genome of an IL is composed of a recipient 

genome contributed by one of the parental strains (Bristol N2) and a short, homozygous 

segment of the donor genome contributed by CB4856; introgression lines (ILs) rather than 

the Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs) were used for their evenly spaced and sized specific 

introgressed fragments. Also, as the ILs were separated by chromosome the assays could be 
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done as single chromosome batches allowing variation between experimental blocks to be 

controlled. To identify genomic regions affecting variation between lines, a straightforward 

bin mapping approach was conducted, followed by comparisons to a common reference 

(N2), and then a sequential pairwise analysis (Shao et al., 2010).  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

NEMATODES 

N2 were obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Centre. Wild isolates were obtained 

from Marie-Anne Félix (IBENS). The CB4856/N2 ILs used are described in Doroszuk et al., 

(2009) and were derived from RILs obtained from crosses between CB4856 and N2 (Li et al., 

2006; Kammenga et al., 2007 and 2008; Li et al., 2010; Viñuela et al., 2010; Elvin et al., 2011; 

Viñuela et al., 2012 and Rodriquez et al., 2012). RILs were initially constructed by mating one 

hermaphrodite N2 and 5 CB4856 males, with progeny then separated for line construction 

and inbred by allowing single worms to self-fertilise for 20 generations, to remove 

heterozygosity (Li et al., 2006). ILs were constructed by mating RIL hermaphrodites with N2 

males and backcrossing for 2-5 rounds depending on the size of the CB4856 introgression 

(Doroszuk et al., 2009). After this, each line was inbred by allowing worms to self-fertilise for 

10 generations (Doroszuk et al., 2009). Isolates were maintained using standard methods on 

NGM plates (Stiernagle, 1999), with the OP50 strain of Escherichia coli as a food source. All 

assays were performed at 20
◦
C and were initiated with fourth larval stage worms (L4s) 

grown from synchronised, arrested, L1s. Within each experiment plates were blind coded 

and treatments (genotypes) were randomised, with plates that became contaminated or on 

which the population had failed to grow discarded.  

 

ASSAYS 

Population assays were performed as described in Chapter Two (Green and Harvey, 2012). 

For the analyses of the wild isolates and of the ILs, populations were initiated with 100µl of a 

20% w/v suspension of E. coli in water and monitored daily until food exhaustion, when the 

population size and the number of dauer larvae were determined. Wild isolates were 
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analysed in two experimental blocks with an N2 control in each block and 10 plates per 

isolate. Differences between the wild isolates and N2 were tested by One-way ANOVA for 

population size and Kruskal-Wallis for the number of dauer larvae and percentage of dauer 

larvae.  

The CB4856/N2 ILs were analysed in six experimental blocks, one per chromosome. All ILs 

from that chromosome and both CB4856 and N2 controls were analysed in each block and 

between 10 and 15 plates initiated per isolate (this varied depending on the number of ILs 

per chromosome and was required to limit the total assay size). 

 

MAPPING 

For all mapping procedures, the chromosomes were treated as separate experiments. This 

can be done because all the ILs for one chromosome and corresponding N2 and CB4856 

controls are measured within one experiment. Thresholds were determined using the 

statistical and graphics package R, and can be found in Appendix Table 3. The chromosome-

wide significance threshold was determined by 1000 permutations by randomly distributing 

the phenotypic values over the ILs and N2. In each permutation run, the maximum of each 

chromosome-wide permutation profile was taken. These 1000 maximum values were 

ordered and the 950
th

 value used as the 0.05 false discovery rate (FDR) threshold to control 

the expected proportion of false discoveries. This design maximises our ability to detect 

variation between ILs as comparisons are made between ILs within a chromosome, and 

between individual ILs and the N2 controls for that block. However, as ILs on the same 

chromosome were assayed together, linkage is conflated with growth condition variation 

and other potential block effects. This approach therefore limits the value of estimates of 
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QTL effect size and means that comparisons of effect sizes between QTLs on different 

chromosomes should be done with caution. 

 

Bin mapping 

Data from the ILs were analysed by bin mapping using a linear model as described by 

Doroszuk et al., (2009). For example, for marker X, the individual phenotypic scores of N2 

and the ILs containing an introgression on marker X were taken and randomly re-distributed. 

In this way the genetic structure of the IL population was kept intact. For all analyses, 

outliers per genotype (outside the mean +/- 2SD) were removed per group prior to testing. 

No genotypes were removed completely and the maximum number of outliers per genotype 

was 2 (out of c. 15).  

 

Single IL mapping 

Genomic regions affecting variation in population size, the total number of dauer larvae and 

the percentage of dauer larvae at food exhaustion were also mapped by comparing each 

introgression line against N2 and testing for a significant difference by a two sided t-test, 

assuming unequal variance. The p-values were Bonferroni adjusted to correct for multiple 

testing. The ILs with Bonferroni corrected p- alues ≤ .  e e dete i ed to e 

significantly different from N2.  QTLs were then defined by comparing the results of 

overlapping and bordering introgression lines as is standard for the mapping of QTLs by 

introgression lines. In addition, all introgression lines per chromosome where tested for 

significant differences. Groups were made when lines were not less statistically different (p > 

0.01).  In this way the genomic limits the various QTLs were placed. Closely linked QTLs were 
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tested by a linear model in which the phenotypic scores of all the ILs involved were 

explained by the two QTL. 

 

Sequential IL analysis 

This method was proposed by Shao et al., (2010) and adjusted to the population used in this 

study. Introgression lines which share one break-point were selected and used in sequential 

(two by two) analyses to identify QTLs. A two sided t-test, assuming unequal variance, was 

used to determine significance, with a Bonferroni adjustment of the p-values used to correct 

for multiple testing. The pairs of ILs with genome-wide Bonferroni-corrected p- alues ≤ .  

were considered to be significantly different and to indicate the presence of a QTL. 

 

QTL CONFIRMATION 

The ILs on the X chromosome were re-tested again to evaluate at the robustness of detected 

QTLs. Following this, two genome wide repeats of ILs containing QTL regions were 

undertaken to investigate the reproducibility of QTL detection. The ILs were chosen to 

include a variety of positive effect and negative effect dauer larvae QTL. These data were 

analysed by One- a  ANOVA ith Fishe s post hoc for population size and Kruskal-Wallis 

with a Mann-Whitney post hoc test for dauer larvae for a difference from N2. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICITY – FOOD CURVE 

For the analyses of the ILs and their parental lines for environmental specificity, populations 

were initiated with 100µl of 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35% or 40%  w/v suspensions of E. 

coli in water and monitored daily until food exhaustion, when the population size and the 
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number of dauer larvae were determined. Population size data were analysed for genotype 

and food concentration effects by parametric One- a  ANOVA, ith Fishe s post hoc test 

for individual food concentration analysis, with dauer larvae data were analysed using the 

Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test and individual concentration analysis using a Mann-

Whitney post hoc test. Lines used were the parental N2 and CB4856, and ewIR2, ewIR72 

(representing two positive effect QTLs) and ewIR89 (representing the negative effect QTL). 

Two isolates with positive effect QTLs are used as these prove to be consistently harder to 

identify.  
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RESULTS 

COMPARISON OF WILD ISOLATES 

Testing the N2 controls of these two batches showed that they were not different (F1,17 = 

4.37, p = 0.052 and F1,17 = 0.05, p = 0.82, for population size and dauer larvae formation 

respectively). The two batches were therefore grouped and investigated as a combined set. 

The population size and the number of dauer larvae at food exhaustion were determined for 

twenty wild isolates and N2. These data indicate that many of the wild isolates have a 

significantly lower population size than N2, (F20,179 = 2.70, p < 0.001) (Fig 3.1A). In contrast, 

the observed pattern for the number of dauer larvae is reversed, with more isolates showing 

higher numbers than N2 (H = 83.06, df = 20,  p < 0.001) (Fig 3.1B). Across the wild isolates, 

there was no indication that the number of dauer larvae was correlated with the population 

size (Pearson product-moment correlation: r = 0.08, p = 0.73), a situation that would be 

expected if variation in dauer larvae development was purely a consequence of variation in 

traits affecting population growth rates. This conclusion was supported by the observed 

pattern of variation in the percentage of dauer larvae, that is, the percentage of the 

population being dauer larvae (Fig 3.1C). These data were also used to estimate the 

heritability of the analysed traits. This was calculated by taking the adjusted sum of squares 

of the components in an ANOVA, with genotype and batch fitted as factors. The adjusted 

sum of squares of the genotype term was then used as the among genotype variance, which 

was divided by the total variance to obtain the heritability. Estimates of heritability indicate 

a higher heritability for the dauer larvae development traits (0.86 and 0.71 for the total 

number of dauer larvae and the percentage of dauer larvae, respectively) than for 

population size at food exhaustion (0.38). These analyses demonstrate that the differences 

between the wild isolates have a genetic basis. Data from Andersen et al., (2012) identifies 
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four of these wild isolates, JU1401, JU1409, JU1410 and JU1411 as belonging to a clonal set, 

defined as having fewer single nucleotide polymorphisms between isolates than expected 

given the false positive rate in sequence data from 8% of the genome. Here, our analyses 

identify no differences between these lines in population size, but indicate that the number 

of dauer larvae at food exhaustion is higher than in N2 for JU1409, JU1410 and JU1411, but 

not for JU1401 (Fig 3.1B). 

 

Figure 3.1: Natural variation in growing populations. The population size (A), the number of 

dauer larvae (B) and the percentage dauer larvae (C) at food exhaustion for N2 and 20 wild 

isolates. Dotted black horizontal lines show mean N2 values. Error bars indicate standard 

errors. Significance is shown by the asterisks on the x-axis (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 

0.001; Mann-Whitney U-test), denoting isolates that differ from N2.  
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A possible reason for the amount of variation seen in the C. elegans wild isolates (Fig 3.1) 

could be due to a natural adaptation within their niche environments, i.e. each isolate has an 

enhanced sensitivity to their own pheromone (Diaz et al., 2014). Another possibility is 

environmental specific local adaptation, i.e. adaptation to different environmental 

temperatures which result in different developmental timings. These wild isolates were 

sampled from very different environments (Appendix Table 2), and as such, competition for 

ephemeral food sources may have changed some of their life-history traits; developmental 

timing, fecundity and lifespan. These changes in life-history traits may then result in a lower 

fitness when grown under laboratory conditions when compared to N2, which is well 

adapted to the laboratory environment. It was shown that N2 has a higher population size, 

but forms fewer dauer larvae than most of the wild isolates, which suggests that either the 

artificial laboratory conditions were not as favourable for most of the wild isolates or they 

have a natural adaptation for producing a higher ratio of dauer larvae to population size (Fig 

3.1). 

 

IL ANALYSIS 

Population size and the number of dauer larvae present at food exhaustion were 

determined for 85 ILs, representing >96% of the CB4856 genome introgressed into the N2 

genome (Doroszuk et al., 2009). Experimental blocks were examined by chromosome 

(Appendix Fig 3). Comparison of the ILs showed little overall variation in population size (Fig 

3.2A), with 6/85 ILs having a significantly lower population size, and 3/85 ILs having a 

significantly larger population size than N2 (comparisons are within blocks). In contrast, 

comparison of the number of dauer larvae showed a large amount of variation (Fig 3.2B), 
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with 35/85 ILs having significantly lower and 6/85 ILs had significantly higher numbers of 

dauer larvae than the N2 (comparisons are within blocks). 

 

Bin mapping 

Bin mapping identified 10 dauer larvae formation QTLs on four chromosomes (Fig 3.3A), 

eight where the CB4856 allele decreases the number of dauer larvae and two that increase 

the number of dauer larvae (Table 3.1). So, even though CB4856 hardly forms any dauer 

larvae under these circumstances, the isolate still contains alleles that, in an N2 genetic 

background, have a positive effect on dauer larvae formation. Bin mapping of the population 

size in the ILs did not identify any QTLs in earlier analyses, while mapping of percentage 

dauer larvae identified six QTLs, five of which co-localise with QTLs identified in the mapping 

of the number of dauer larvae (Appendix Fig 1).  
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Figure . : Th ee st ategies fo  appi g QTLs affe ti g daue  la ae de elop e t.  

Ch o oso es a e i di ated  the ‘o a  u e  at the top of the pa els.  A  Bi  appi g, ith h o oso e spe ifi  th eshold 

FD‘= .  i di ated  the ho izo tal li e a d sig ifi a e -log  p  pe  a ke  is sho  i  la k.  B  “i gle ILs a al sis, ith ILs 

sho  as ho izo tal a s. The le gth i di ates the i t og essio  size, the shadi g i di ates the CB  alleli  effe t da ke  tha  

a kg ou d is positi e a d lighte  tha  a kg ou d is egati e  a d the idth i di ate the sig ifi a e. C  “e ue tial IL a al sis, ith 

QTLs sho   the la k ho izo tal a s. The -a is sho s the effe t of the CB  allele. 
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Single IL mapping 

Analysis of individual ILs versus N2 indicated that bin mapping underestimates the number 

of loci affecting variation in all traits, identifying a further eight QTLs affecting the number of 

dauer larvae (Fig 3.3B and Table 3.1). It is particularly noteworthy that several of the QTL 

detected individually switch the phenotype from one parental form to another. Similar 

analyses identify four QTLs affecting population size and an additional 10 QTLs affecting the 

percentage of dauer larvae (Table 3.1). QTLs affecting the percentage of dauer larvae 

predominantly co-localise with QTLs identified in the mapping of the number of dauer larvae 

(Table 3.1). It should be mentioned here that comparison to a common reference N2 does 

not attempt to predict trait architecture, but merely to localize QTL that act in the same 

direction as the parental difference, i.e. N2 forming high and CB4856 forming low, numbers 

of dauer larvae. Sequential IL analysis of the number of dauer larvae identifies, at a genome-

wide significance threshold, 20 QTLs (Fig 3.3C). The bulk of these QTLs (14/20) match those 

identified by the other methods, but this approach does identify 6 additional QTLs (Table 

3.1). The QTLs found only by this approach are all ones where the CB4856 allele increases 

the number of dauer larvae, as would be expected given the nature of the comparisons 

made in this analysis. In total, these analyses suggest the presence of a minimum of 24 QTLs 

affecting dauer larvae development in growing populations (Table 3.1).   
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        I  1 1.9-3.5  +  1.9-8.7, (N2,02)  1.9-3.5, (02) X + % dauer 

 2 4.3-9.6 -  4.3-9.6, (04,06)  7.9-9.6, (05,06) X - % dauer 

  3 10.3-11.1 +  8.7-11.1, (06,07)      

    +  10.3-11.8, (13,14)      

 4 9.6-11.1 -  9.6-11.1, (13)  - % dauer 

        

        II  5 0-2.8 -  0-2.8, (N2,19)  0-2.8, (19)   - % dauer 

  6 1.7-3.4 +  1.7-3.4, (19,20)      

 7 12.6-14.0 -  12.6-14.0, (25,26)  11.8-14.0, (26)    

 8 11.2-12.6 +  11.2-12.6, (24)  - % dauer 

  9 13.2-17.5 +  13.2-17.5, (26,27)      

        

        III  10 2.5-8.3 +  2.5-8.3, (40,36)       

  11 8.0-10.6 -  8.0-10.6, (N2,40)  8.0-10.6, (40)   - % dauer 

  12 10.0-11.3 +  10.0-11.3, (40,41)       

        

        IV  13 0.8-2.3 -  0-2.3, (N2,45)  0.8-2.3, (45,46,48) X  - % dauer 

  14 2.3-3.9 -  2.3-3.9, (N2,53)  2.3-3.9, (52,53)   - % dauer 

 15 9.1-10.9 -  9.1-10.9, (52) X  

 16 11.7-13.7 -  11.7-13.7, (52,58,59,60) X  

        

        V  17 11.8-14.0 + 10.4-17.4, (75,70)  11.8-14.0 (69,71,72)  X + % dauer 

    +  11.8-14.0, (N2,72)       

  18 17.4-19.5 -  17.4-19.5, (77,76)  17.4-19.5, (75,76)   - % dauer 

        

        X 19 0-1.5 -  0-1.5, (78,79,81) X - pop
n
 size 

- % dauer 

  20 1.5-3.3 +  1.5-3.3, (79,80)       

  21 3.3-5.8 -  2.4-9.3, (80,81)  3.3-5.8, (81) X  - pop
n
 size 

  22 5.8-8.0 -  5.0-8.0, (N2,83)  5.8-8.0, (81,83,85,86) X - pop
n
 size 

- % dauer 

    -  5.8-8.7, (N2,85)       

    -  5.8-9.3, (N2,86)       

  23 8.7-11.1 +  8.7-11.1, (N2,87)  8.7-11.1, (87)    

  24 13.9-17.6 -  12.9-17.6, (N2,89)  13.9-17.6, (89,90) X  - pop
n
 size 

+ % dauer 

 

Table 3.1: Locations and effect of QTLs detected for the number of dauer larvae. Limits 

denote the maximum possible QTL region. For the Sequential and IL mapping, the limits 

defined by those analyses and the ILs tested are given. Other traits mapping to these regions 

are also noted. QTLs defined only by sequential IL mapping are shown in bold. Dotted boxes 

join co-localising QTLs. 
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QTL CONFIRMATION 

Two approaches were taken in validating the QTLs detected in the genome-wide screen of 

the ILs. Firstly, a selection of ILs containing positive and negative QTLs for dauer larvae 

development, from different chromosomes, were analysed. Secondly, all the ILs with an 

introgression on the X chromosome were retested. 

Analysis of ILs with candidate QTLs from across the genome showed that there was 

extensive variation (Fig 3.4 – 1
st

 repeat (A), 2
nd

 repeat (B)). The population size of both 

repeats are variable, with more ILs differing from N2 than in the original genome-wide 

analysis ((A): F17,145 = 4.27, p < 0.001; (B): F23,231 = 5.69, p < 0.001). The number of dauer 

larvae formed also show extensive variation ((A): H = 93.51, df = 17, p < 0.001; (B): H = 

104.61, df = 23, p < 0.001), though not as much as the population size when compared to the 

genome-wide analysis. The majority of ILs to the left of the shaded N2 bar (signifying ILs 

expected to form fewer dauer larvae than N2) on A and B of figure 5 indicates that most of 

the negative effect QTLs are reproduced and none are observed to have significantly higher 

numbers of dauer larvae than N2. In contrast, none of the ILs to the right of the shaded N2 

bar (signifying ILs expected to form more dauer larvae than N2) are observed to have 

significantly higher numbers of dauer larvae than N2, indeed the majority of these ILs 

formed significantly fewer dauer larvae in the second repeat (Fig 3.4B). These data indicate 

the difficulty in reproducing positive effect QTLs, though it also shows that the majority of 

the negative effect QTLs are easily reproducible (Table 3.2). This also highlights the 

importance of differing batches of bacteria, as the first repeat has a comparatively low 

population size and high dauer larvae number when compared to the second repeat, which 

has a much higher population size and fewer dauer larvae.  
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Analysis of the ILs with introgressions spanning the X chromosome identified that the retests 

for the ILs which cover QTLs 19, 21, 22 and 24, including the data from the QTL repeats in 

figure 3.4, supported the original genome-wide analysis; 10/12 ILs significantly lower and all 

the same sign (negative or positive effect QTL, +/-), 4/4 ILs all significantly lower with the 

same sign, 13/16 ILs significantly lower and all the same sign and 7/7 ILs significantly lower 

and the same sign (Table 3.2). 

 

 

Figure 3.4: QTL region repeats. The mean number of worms and the number of dauer larvae 

present at food exhaustion for N2 and the ILs containing dauer larvae QTLs. First repeat 

block (A) and the second repeat block (B). Dotted black horizontal lines show mean N2 

values. Error bars indicate standard errors and lines significantly different from N2 are 

shown by the asterisk (*) (Population size: p < 0. ; Fishe s Least “ig ifi a t Diffe e e. 

Dauer larvae: p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). Within A and B, the ILs are ordered to 

represent those that were lower and higher in the number of dauer larvae than N2 in the 

original assay (those to the left of N2 were lower, those to the right were higher).  
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Table 3.2: Re-test of the ILs containing QTLs and of the X chromosome. Numbers indicate 

dauer larvae difference from N2, values bold are significantly different (from the same 

experiment). The QTL effect column shows whether it is a positive or negative QTL. The 

same sign column shows if the difference is in the same direction in all tests. The significant 

in both column shows if the difference is significant in all tests. 
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I 1 + 2 1183 

  

780.6 -672.4 N N 

 

2 - 5 -731 

      

  

- 6 -1305 

   

-1083 Y Y 

 

4 - 13 -644 

  

-1036.1 -688 Y N 

II 5 - 19 -532.3 

   

-912 Y Y 

 

7 - 26 -272.0 

  

-3613.9 -571 Y Y 

 

8 + 24 218.6 

  

-1019.4 -538 N N 

III 11 - 40 -1367 

   

-757 Y Y 

           IV 13 - 45 -927.5 

  

-3132.1 

 

Y Y 

  

- 46 -879 

   

-466 Y N 

  

- 48 -1270 

  

-3725 -1947 Y Y 

           

 

14 - 52 -855 

      

  

- 53 -1030.7 

  

-358.3 -376.2 Y N 

 

15 - 52 -855 

      

 

16 - 52 -855 

      

  

- 58 -718 

   

-366 Y N 

  

- 59 -688.3 

  

-1939.3 -456 Y Y 

  

- 60 -850 

      
           
           V 17 + 69 444.9 

   

-363 N N 

  

+ 71 727.5 

   

-434 N Y 

  

+ 72 634.4 

  

-570 -584 N N 

           

 

18 - 75 -760 

      

  

- 76 -743.6 

  

-2791.7 -422 Y Y 

                      X 19 - 78 -478.6 -352.5 -442.1 -925 

 

Y N 

  

- 79 -508.1 -445 -1086.8 

 

-539.1 Y Y 

  

- 81 -742.2 -623.8 -1193.8 

 

-525 Y Y 

 

21 - 81 -742.2 -623.8 -1193.8 

 

-525 Y Y 

 

22 - 81 -742.2 -623.8 -1193.8 

 

-525 Y Y 

  

- 83 -581.1 -455 -882.1 -118.8 

 

Y N 

  

- 85 -732.1 -611.7 -1177.8 -3386.1 -198 Y N 

  

- 86 -456.7 -402.5 -156 

  

Y N 

 

23 + 87 120 326.3 -200 1343.8 -573.6 N N 

 

24 - 89 -658.1 -556.1 -355.6 -3302.8 

 

Y Y 

  

- 90 -442.8 -316.7 -477.8 

  

Y Y 
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These data strongly support the negative effect QTLs found on the X chromosome as they 

are replicated in multiple tests of independent genotypes, strengthening the ability of this 

analysis for identifying negative effect QTLs. QTL 23, a positive effect QTL from the original 

genome-wide analysis, was not reproduced. This demonstrates the difficulty in reproducing 

positive effect QTLs. In total, 14/14 negative and 0/4 positive QTLs are supported from the 

two QTL confirmation approaches (Table 3.2). 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICITY OF POSITIVE EFFECT QTLS 

To investigate why the positive effect QTLs were not observed in the QTL retests, the 

population size and the number of dauer larvae of populations grown on differing amounts 

of bacterial food were analysed. These data indicate that the amount of food available has a 

la ge effe t o  a populatio s size Fig . A . These data also sho  that the u e  of daue  

larvae produced is considerably more variable, depending on genotype and the amount of 

food available (Fig 3.5B). Analysis of the number of dauer larvae at food exhaustion for 

populations grown with different amounts of food showed that at every food concentration 

the negative effect QTL, ewIR89, was significantly lower than N2. These analyses also show 

that the positive QTLs were only detectable at the higher food concentrations (Fig 3.5B). 

These data demonstrate that negative effect QTLs are detectable under a much wider range 

of conditions than the positive affect QTLs for dauer larvae formation in a growing 

population, identifying a reason why the positive QTLs are harder to reproduce and confirm 

in this style of assay. 
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Figure 3.5: Variation due to food availability. The mean population size (A) and number of 

dauer larvae (B) at food exhaustion for N2 and three ILs; two positive and one negative 

effect QTLs. CB4856 is shown only as a reference. Error bars indicate standard errors. 

Asterisk shows the significant difference to genotypes at a food concentration. If the 

respective ILs (IL 2, 71 then 89) are not different from N2 they are marked with the letter 

a , if the ILs a e diffe e t f o  N  the  a e a ked ith the lette  . Populatio  size: p < 

0. ; Fishe s Least “ig ifi a t Diffe e e. Daue  la ae: p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 

CB4856 data is plotted on the graph as a representation of how this genotype acts under 

these conditions, though the analysis is comparing the IL trait to N2 only.  
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DISCUSSION 

Here we have identified the extensive variation between wild isolates in both dauer larvae 

formation and population size in growing populations of C. elegans (Fig 3.1). Interestingly, 

dauer larvae formation is significantly higher in many of the wild isolates studied than it is in 

N2. This contrasts with previous observations that, in standard dauer larvae development 

assays, N2 had higher rates of dauer larvae formation than all tested wild isolates (Viney et 

al., 2003; Harvey et al., 2008). This may imply that wild isolates are more sensitive to their 

own pheromone than they are to N2 pheromone (Viney et al., 2003 and Harvey et al., 2008; 

Kaplan et al., 2012; Diaz et al., 2014). Alternatively, this may reflect variation between the 

isolates in aspects of their biology that are not captured by standard dauer larvae 

development assays. For example, dauer larvae formation in growing populations would be 

affected by variation between isolates in population growth rates and by differences in rates 

of pheromone production, traits that would not affect the results of standard dauer larvae 

development assays. These findings also makes an interesting comparison to the findings of 

Mayer and Sommer (2011), which showed that 13 out of 16 tested strains of Pristionchus 

pacificus produced a pheromone that induced higher dauer larvae formation in different 

genotypes. Which suggests that P. pacificus is attempting to induce precocious dauer larvae 

formation in other strains (Mayer and Sommer, 2011). Analogous experiments in C. elegans 

would provide an interesting test of this idea (Kaplan et al., 2012; Diaz et al., 2014). 

Three mapping approaches were performed to identify genomic regions affecting variation 

in dauer larvae development in growing populations. Bin mapping is the standard approach 

used in many studies (e.g. Howad et al., 2005; Sargent et al., 2008; Huang and Röder, 2011) 

and has previously been used in these ILs (Doroszuk et al., 2009). Here, bin mapping 

identified 10 QTLs for dauer larvae development, 8 negative effect (lowering the number of 
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dauer larvae relative to N2) and 2 positive effect (increasing the number of dauer larvae 

relative to N2) (Fig 3.3A). Comparison of individual ILs to N2 revealed a total of 18 QTLs, all 

of which co-localise with those identified by the bin mapping and an additional 8 QTLs (Fig 

3.3B). This demonstrates that the bin mapping approach is more conservative, exemplified 

by chromosomes II and III, where the bin mapping identified no QTLs, but the individual IL 

comparison identified 3 QTLs on chromosome II and 1 on chromosome III. The sequential 

analysis identified a total of 20 QTL, 14 of which co-localise with the previous two methods, 

revealing 6 new QTL. This method is therefore again less conservative than the other two, 

and also detects more positive effect QTLs (9/20). This is due to the nature of the 

comparisons made, being better suited for congenic strains, with overlapping and increasing 

introgression size (Shao et al., 2010). A number of these QTL were detected in all three 

methods (7/24), some were detected in at least two of the methods (9/24) and some were 

detected in only one of the methods (8/24). Mapping the ILs identified a total of 24 QTLs for 

dauer larvae development (Table 3.1). This represents an unprecedented number of QTLs for 

a single trait from one mapping panel in C. elegans. Previous QTL studies on C. elegans 

revealed 8 QTLs for lifespan (Ayyadevara et al., 2001), 11 QTLs for four life-history traits (age 

at maturity, fertility, egg size and growth rate) at two temperatures (Gutteling et al., 2007b) 

and 3 for dauer larvae formation (Viney et al., 2003). The identification of these QTLs in the 

ILs provides a simplified and tractable approach to further genetic analysis of these loci. 

Retesting the QTLs reveals that there is, however, difficulty in reproducing some QTLs due to 

variation in the numbers of dauer larvae formed at food exhaustion. Figure 3.4 shows the 

two repeats of ILs containing QTLs for dauer larvae development, and the variation between 

the two is very clear. Firstly, variation between the two repeats; one with a smaller 

population size and a relatively large number of dauer larvae, and the other a very large 
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population size and comparatively few dauer larvae formed. These data suggest a very 

strong environmental dependant variation. Secondly, variation in the ILs between the QTL 

region repeat assays and the original genome-wide analysis (Appendix Fig 3) suggest 

genotype dependant variation; in the first repeat, the positive effect QTLs (right side of N2) 

are not significantly different from N2, in the second repeat, 6/7 ILs which were originally 

positive effect QTLs have produced significantly lower numbers of dauer larvae than N2. The 

ILs containing introgressions on the X chromosome were also repeated to test for 

confirmation. Together, both QTL confirmation analyses revealed that the negative effect 

QTLs tested were robust and highly reproducible (14/14), however, the positive effect QTLs 

were not reproducible (0/4) (Table 2). Variation in and lack of reproducibility of the positive 

QTLs could be due to environment specific effects. Within growing populations, variation 

between genotypes in the number of dauer larvae could therefore be a consequence of 

variation in traits that affect the likelihood of dauer larvae development, the perception of 

the environment, or the way in which the population grows.  

Previous studies have shown that environmental change can affect life-history traits in C. 

elegans, such as body mass, egg size (Gutteling et al., 2007a and 2007b) and reproductive 

timing (Hughes et al., 2007; Cornils et al., 2011). Gutteling et al., (2007a) mapped variation 

of three life-history traits in C. elegans (egg size, egg number and body mass) under two 

different environments (12°C and 24°C), in which they identified a number of QTL, some 

overlapping for different traits and temperatures suggesting pleiotropic effects, and also 

different genetic correlations between the two temperatures. This demonstrates the 

amount of variation that the environment can have on a complex trait. To test an 

environmental effect, populations were grown with increasing amounts of available bacterial 

food. This demonstrated, at certain levels, the amount of food available to a population has 
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little effect on the population size but has a large effect on dauer larvae development (Fig 

3.5), so much so that there is a significant difference seen from the lowest concentrations. 

The genome-wide and the QTL confirmation assays were performed at 20°C with a 20% w/v 

suspension of E. coli as a food source and at these parameters on the food curve assay, the 

negative effect and one positive effect QTL can be determined, while the second positive 

effect QTL is not visible until the highest two food concentrations. These data demonstrate 

the wider range of conditions at which negative QTLs for dauer larvae formation can be 

detected and reproduced, and demonstrate one reason why the positive effect QTLs are 

harder to detect. It also demonstrates that dauer larvae development is strongly effected by 

environmental specific change. This level of variation could be an adaptation to survival in a 

rapidly and unpredictably changing environment (Hoffman, 2009; Zhou et al., 2007). 

One potentially confounding factor is that ILs can reveal the presence of Dobzhansky-Muller 

incompatibilities; the evolution of hybrid incompatibility. In this case, IL regions displaying 

Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities might reduce population growth rates and hence affect 

dauer larvae development via effects on pheromone accumulation. This would be 

manifested as additional QTLs where the CB4856 allele negatively affected both population 

size and dauer larvae development. Most QTLs do not show such effects, but QTLs displaying 

these characteristics are detected on the X chromosome (Table 3.1) and a large number of 

negative effect QTLs are also seen on chromosome IV.  

There is a strong possibility that variation between isolates in dauer larvae formation is a 

consequence of variation in the chemoreceptors required to sense both pheromone and 

food signals. As ascaroside signalling is known to be complex, with some receptors showing 

excessive specificity and others able to respond to a range of ascarosides (Kim et al., 2009; 

McGrath et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012), variation in receptor sensitivity would allow fine-
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tuning of the dauer larvae development decision. Interestingly, QTL 24 on the X 

chromosome co-localises with individual markers identified as being associated with 

variation in dauer larvae formation between N2 and DR1350 (Harvey et al., 2008) and 

contains srg-36 and srg-37, genes known to encode receptors for ascaroside C3 (McGrath et 

al., 2011), one of the components of C. elegans pheromone (Butcher et al., 2009; Zhang et 

al., 2013). 

Currently available isolates of C. elegans are characterised by a limited number of large and 

relatively common shared haplotypes on four chromosomes (Andersen et al., 2012), with 

population genetic modelling suggesting that this pattern of variation is a consequence of 

recent chromosome-scale selective sweeps (Andersen et al., 2012). Given the association 

between C. elegans and rotting fruit (Kiontke et al., 2011) it is tempting to speculate that 

human induced changes in the prevalence and morphology of various fruits may be related 

to these selective sweeps. If this is the case, then it is possible that dauer larvae 

development in growing populations is one of the traits under selection. The large number 

of QTLs identified here also contrasts with the three dauer larvae development QTLs 

identified by Harvey et al., (2008) in an analysis of RILs produced from crosses between N2 

and DR1350. Given the genetic isolation of CB4856 from DR1350 (which in a population 

growth assay has a smaller population size and forms fewer dauer larvae than N2) and N2 it 

would therefore be very informative to determine if the more complex architecture revealed 

here between CB4856 and N2 is a consequence of the differences in methodologies (analysis 

of ILs and of growing populations) or reflects differences due to selective history. To 

investigate this, in Chapter Four, dauer larvae formation in growing populations will be 

analysed using two recombinant inbred line panels of C. elegans and also one in of C. 

briggsae. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Mapping variation in dauer larvae development in growing 

populations in Caenorhabditis elegans and C. briggsae recombinant inbred 

lines  
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SUMMARY 

Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) are commonly used for the identification and analysis of 

QTLs and for candidate gene identification. Here, the population size, the number of dauer 

larvae and percentage of dauer larvae formed by the point of food exhaustion has been 

analysed in three RIL panels, two constructed with different C. elegans parental isolates and 

one from C. briggsae. These analyses identified variation in all three RIL panels in all traits 

measured in a growing population. Mapping dauer larvae development identified a total of 6 

distinct QTLs; one in the CB4856 x N2 RILs, one in the DR1350 x N2 RILs and four in the 

HK104 x AF16 RILs. These analyses allow comparison of two genetically divergent isolates of 

the same species and of two distinct species. The two C. elegans RIL panels demonstrated a 

difference in variation for dauer larvae formation between an isolate which is closely related 

to (DR1350) and a distantly related to (CB4856) N2. Comparison of dauer larvae 

development between the two species is difficult to fully analyse due to the lack of 

chromosomal synteny, however, some similarities between the QTLs are identified. In 

comparison to the previous analysis of dauer larvae development in a growing population, 

far fewer QTLs were identified here. This is important as it shows the limited power of RIL 

analysis compared to that of the IL analysis (in Chapter Three) and again demonstrates the 

complexity of dauer larvae development in growing populations.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping is used in a wide variety of organisms to identify 

genomic regions affecting complex traits, which can later be analysed for the underlying 

genes. RILs and introgression (ILs) are commonly used for the analysis of QTLs. Significant 

progress has been made using these analyses to the identification of genes, for example, 

affecting seed size in Arabidopsis thaliana (Joosen et al., 2011; Herridge et al., 2011; Moore 

et al., 2013), life span in Drosophila melanogaster (Nuzhdin et al., 2005; Lai et al., 2007), 

Caenorhabditis elegans (Ayyadevara et al., 2003; Vertino et al., 2011) and Mus musculus 

(Lang et al., 2010; Leduc et al., 2011) and to identify potential disease related genes in 

humans (Hubner et al., 2005; Poot et al., 2011). However, Rockman (2012) argues that the 

progress made with these studies are focussing on large effect alleles, and ignoring the small 

effect alleles (Rockman, 2012). His example of wing size in Drosophila, a model complex 

trait, shows that large numbers of QTLs can be identified, however, no quantitative trait 

nucleotides (QTN), the allelic variants that underlie phenotypic variation, have yet been 

discovered for the trait (Rockman, 2012). Associations between phenotype and genotype 

can be determined by comparing the QTL regions with those of candidate genes, using 

marker positions and taking advantage of the bioinformatics programmes available. 

However, if the genomic regions containing QTLs are mapped to broad intervals the 

detection of candidate genes is challenging (Zou et al., 2005). The difference between RILs 

and ILs is their genetic makeup; RILs have multiple genomic regions differing between the 

lines, with many overlapping segments and ILs have distinct genomic regions introgressed 

into a homozygous background with very little overlap (Keurentjes et al., 2007). To increase 

the accuracy of QTL location and help make the identification of candidate genes easier, the 

number of inbred lines analysed in RIL panels can be increased, the size of the introgression 
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in IL panels can be reduced (Keurentjes et al., 2007) and the number of genetic markers 

increased (Beavis, 1998). ILs are usually produced after the QTL analysis of RILs to refine a 

genomic region for mapping analysis, for this reason they are a more powerful tool for gene 

identification (Szalma et al., 2007). A problem with the difference in how RILs and ILs 

function is the potential difficulty in detecting epistatic genes and identifying loci that 

underlie variation in polygenic traits (Kloosterman et al., 2010), with the latter a particular 

issue with IL analysis. 

Previously, extensive variation in dauer larvae development in 20 wild isolates has been 

shown (Chapter Three), and as such requires explanation. Does it represent adaptation to 

different environments or does it imply that there are multiple ways to maximise fitness 

within the same environment? Using a panel of ILs produced from the C. elegans isolates 

CB4856 and N2, 24 QTLs for dauer larvae development in growing populations were 

identified (Chapter Three). To investigate the effect of mapping strategy and to test for 

variation in different isolate genotypes and in different species, analysis was extended to 

different nematode RIL panels; two C. elegans panels produced from the isolates CB4856 

and N2 and DR1350 and N2, and one C. briggsae panel produced from AF16 and HK104 

isolates. These analyses allow direct comparisons between different RIL panels produced 

from distinct parental isolates (CB4856 x N2 and DR1350 x N2) and RILs and ILs produced 

from the same parental isolates (CB4856 x N2 RILs and ILs) analysed for the same dauer 

larvae development trait. These analyses identify common QTL regions and both genotype 

and trait specific QTLs. Comparison with the results of analysis of variation in dauer larvae 

development within growing populations of C. briggsae RILs allows a more general picture of 

the control of variation of dauer larvae development in growing populations. Such an 

extensive analysis of a complex trait has not been done in nematodes and is useful in 

assessing the power of using RILs and ILs in the QTL analysis for the same traits, as well as 
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intra-species and inter-species comparisons of dauer larvae formation in growing 

populations.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

NEMATODES 

N2 was obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Centre. The CB4856 x N2 RILs were 

obtained from Jan Kammenga (Wageningen University) (see Li et al., 2006; Kammenga et al., 

2007 and 2008; Li et al., 2010; Viñuela et al., 2010; Elvin et al., 2011; Viñuela et al., 2012 and 

Rodriquez et al., 2012 for details). The DR1350 x N2 RILs were generated from crosses 

between N2 hermaphrodites and DR1350 males and reciprocal matings and allowing them 

to self-fertilise for at least 30 generations, as described in Harvey et al., (2008) and were 

obtained from Mark Viney (University of Bristol). The HK104 x AF16 C. briggsae RILs were 

generated from crosses between males and sperm-depleted hermaphrodites were 

established in both directions (AF16xHK104; HK104xAF16). From F8–F17, the lines were 

intentionally inbred by complete selfing using a single virgin (L4 stage) founder 

hermaphrodite per generation, as described in Ross et al., (2011) and were obtained from 

Asher Cutter (University of Toronto). Isolates were maintained as previously described in 

Chapter Two. 

 

ASSAYS 

Population assays were performed using the 3D environment technique as described in 

Chapter Two. For the analyses of RILs, populations were initiated with 100µl of a 20% w/v 

suspension of E. coli in water and monitored daily until food exhaustion, when the 

population size and the number of dauer larvae were determined as described in Chapter 

Two. The CB4856 x N2 RILs were analysed in four experimental blocks, the DR1350 x N2 RILs 

were analysed in two experimental blocks and the HK104 x AF16 RILs were analysed in three 

experimental blocks. All assays were performed at 20°C and were initiated with fourth larval 
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stage worms (L4s) grown from synchronised, arrested, L1s. Within each experiment plates 

were blind coded and treatments (genotypes) were randomised, populations which had 

failed to grow were discarded. 

 

ANALYSIS 

Population sizes were analysed by ANOVA, with post hoc testi g  Fishe s least sig ifi a t 

difference test, as data were normally distributed and the variances between groups were 

equal. Dauer larvae numbers were not normally distributed and were analysed by Kruskal-

Wallis test. As suggested by Dytham (2003), Mann-Whitney U tests were used for pairwise 

testing as the Kruskal-Wallis test lacks a post hoc test. All analyses were carried out using 

Minitab® Statistical Software (Minitab, Coventry, UK). QTL cartographer was used to perform 

mapping of traits in the each of the RIL panels. 

 

QTL MAPPING 

The CB4856 x N2 and the AF16 x HK104 RILs have been genotyped to 121 (Li et al., 2006) and 

451 markers (Ross et al., 2011), respectively, with markers distributed across all 6 

chromosomes (I, II, III, IV, V and the X chromosome). The DR1350 x N2 RILs have been 

genotyped to 39 markers (Harvey et al., 2008), with these distributed across 4 chromosomes 

(I, II, III and the X chromosome) and covering approximately half of the genome. 

Comparison of the controls (N2 and AF16) between experimental blocks indicated that the 

number of dauer larvae differed significantly between experimental blocks in each RIL panel; 

CB4856 x N2 (H = 11.29, df = 3, p = 0.01), DR1350 x N2 (H = 5.31, df = 1, p = 0.02) and AF16 x 

HK104 (H = 7.22, df = 2, p = 0.03). To investigate the effect of this variation on QTL mapping, 
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a number of mapping approaches were undertaken in the CB4856 x N2 RILs. Firstly, each 

experimental block was analysed separately. Secondly, data from all experimental blocks 

was combined and mapped using (1) the raw dauer larvae numbers, (2) the number of dauer 

larvae scaled to N2 within the block, (3) the number of dauer larvae scaled to the average 

number of dauer larvae within that block and (4) the number of dauer larvae within a block 

normalised so the mean and variance are equal; Mean = 0 and variance = standard deviation 

of block (mean + fractional SD above the mean x standard deviation). These analyses 

indicated that, even with the variation between blocks, using the raw numbers was the most 

appropriate approach and this was therefore used in the analysis of the other RIL panels. 

QTL mapping was performed using QTL Cartographer (Basten et al., 2002), using the 

Composite Interval Mapping (CIM) approach. The threshold was determined by 1000 

permutations which the maximum values were ordered and the 950
th

 value used as the 0.05 

FDR threshold.  
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RESULTS 

C. elegans CB4856 x N2 RILs 

193 lines were assayed for population size, the number of dauer larvae formed and the 

percentage of dauer larvae in a growing population. Analysis indicated that the population 

size at patch exhaustion differed between lines in all four experimental blocks (F49,199 = 1.18, 

p = 0.3; F47,139 = 2.03, p = 0.002; F49,159 = 1.54, p < 0.001; F49,188 = 3.43, p < 0.001: blocks 1-4 

respectively)(Fig 4.1). Similarly, the number of dauer larvae at patch exhaustion also differed 

between lines in all four experimental blocks (H = 170.83, df = 49, p < 0.001; H = 103.51, df = 

47, p < 0.001; H = 128.77, df = 49, p < 0.001; H = 152.64, df = 49, p < 0.001: blocks 1-4 

respectively), as did the proportion of dauer larvae at patch exhaustion (H = 166.82 df = 49, p 

< 0.001; H = 94.94 df = 47, p < 0.001; H = 129.37 df = 49, p < 0.001; H = 150.42 df = 49, p < 

0.001: blocks 1-4 respectively). 

C. elegans DR1350 x N2 RILs 

99 lines were assayed for population size, the number of dauer larvae formed and the 

percentage of dauer larvae in a growing population. Analysis indicated that the population 

size at patch exhaustion differed between lines in both experimental blocks (F50,236 = 2.06, p 

< 0.001; F49,236 = 1.94, p = 0.001: blocks 1-2 respectively)(Fig 4.2). Analysis indicated that the 

number of dauer larvae at patch exhaustion also differed between lines in both 

experimental blocks (H = 65.47, d.f = 50, p = 0.07; H = 100.02, df = 49, p < 0.001: blocks 1-2 

respectively). Similarly, the proportion of dauer larvae at patch exhaustion differed between 

lines in both experimental blocks (H = 78.25, df = 50, p = 0.007; H = 101.03, df = 49, p < 

0.001: blocks 1-2 respectively).   
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C. briggsae HK104 x AF16 RILs 

117 lines were assayed for population size, the number of dauer larvae formed and the 

percentage of dauer larvae in a growing population. Analysis indicated that the population 

size at patch exhaustion differed between lines all three experimental blocks (F47,203 = 1.63, p 

= 0.014; F46,217 = 1.77, p = 0.005; F27,130 = 2.01, p = 0.007: blocks 1-3 respectively)(Fig 4.3). 

Analysis indicated that the number of dauer larvae at patch exhaustion also differed 

between lines in all three experimental blocks (H = 125.46, df = 47, p < 0.001; H = 155.21, df 

= 46, p < 0.001; H = 76.64, df = 27, p < 0.001: blocks 1-3 respectively). Similarly, the 

proportion of dauer larvae at patch exhaustion differed between lines in all three 

experimental blocks (H = 128.00, df = 47, p < 0.001; H = 140.66, df = 46, p < 0.001; H = 75.28, 

df = 27, p < 0.001: blocks 1-3 respectively).  

The population size, number of dauer larvae and the percentage dauer larvae present at 

food exhaustion were determined for three RIL panels. These analyses indicate that each 

trait is variable between blocks; in the CB4856 x N2 panel for example, in block 1 the N2 

average for the number of dauer larvae is around 1500 whereas it is around 2500 in block 4 

(Fig 4.1A and D). Extensive variation in all three traits, though especially in the two dauer 

larvae traits is also shown, with the majority of lines forming fewer dauers than the parental, 

but with some lines forming higher numbers of dauer larvae; block 1 of the CB4856 x N2 

panel for example shows 35 lines which are significantly different from N2, 32 forming fewer 

dauer larvae and 3 forming more (Fig 4.1A). This pattern is seen in both the C. elegans RILs 

and the C. briggsae RILs. Interestingly, the DR1350 x N2 RILs show the greatest variation in 

population size; in block 1 there are 17 lines showing a significantly lower population size 

than N2 (Fig 4.2A). Also in the DR1350 x N2 RILs, no line formed zero dauer larvae, indeed 

this panel shows the least amount of variation in dauer larvae development (Fig 4.2). 
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QTL mapping 

To investigate the effect of variation between blocks each block was individually mapped, 

using raw data for the number of dauer larvae formed in the CB4856 x N2 RILs (Fig 4.4). 

These analyses indicate that the overall pattern observed is similar in each block. A QTL is 

defined by having a value above the logarithm of odds (LOD) score.  

 

Figure 4.4: Mapping each individual block shows similarities in dauer larvae development. A-

D in graphs shows blocks 1-4 for the number of dauer larvae in the CB4856 x N2 RILs. Black 

dotted line indicates LOD score; numbers above the line indicate the LOD value. Black 

triangles indicate marker position. 

 

As there is little variation between the four blocks in the mapped data for dauer larvae, and 

is the main trait of interest, the data was pooled for the following mapping strategies. 

Following this, the number of dauer larvae in the CB4856 x N2 RIL panel were mapped using 
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four methods; as raw numbers, scaled to N2 average in block, scaled to the average of the 

block and normalised. This allowed for a comparison of the mapping methods (Fig 4.5).  

 

Figure 4.5: Different mapping strategies in the CB4856 x N2 RILs. A-D in graphs shows the 

number of dauer larvae mapped A) as raw numbers, B) Scaled to N2 within a block, C) scaled 

to the average of a block and D) normalised. Black dotted line indicates LOD score; numbers 

above the line indicate the LOD value. Black triangles indicate marker position. 

 

These data show the mapping strategies have little variation also, giving only slightly 

different results, with two scaling methods, B and C, producing similar results and revealing 

a single QTL on chromosome IV. This QTL is also detected when the raw numbers are 

mapped. Interestingly, the strategy making the mean and variance equal lost the QTL on 

chromosome IV, which is seen on each of the other three methods. 
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The QTL at the beginning of chromosome IV visible in the dauer larvae analysis (Fig 4.5) 

maps in the same place as a QTL identified in a screen for genetic incompatibilities 

undertaken in this RIL set (HE Orbidans and SC Harvey, personal communication). This region 

spans the first three markers on the chromosome. To address the potential effect of this on 

the results, all lines that are CB4856 at those three markers were removed from the analysis. 

This analysis allowed the number of dauer larvae at food exhaustion to be mapped in 77 RILs 

(Fig 4.6). 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Region of incompatibility removed reveals QTLs that were not visible before. A-D 

in graphs shows the number of dauer larvae mapped A) as raw numbers, B) Scaled to N2 

within a block, C) scaled to the average of a block and D) normalised. Black dotted line 

indicates LOD score; numbers above the line indicate the LOD value. Black triangles indicate 

marker position. 
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These data reveal a QTL on chromosome II, which was hidden by the large region of 

incompatibility, on all mapping strategies. This QTL was only detected using the raw data on 

the previous mapping which included this region of incompatibility. With the three markers 

removed on chromosome IV, there is now no variation between the mapping strategies. 

There is little variation in these mappings, and as this QTL was only detected using the raw 

data in both tests, the raw data of the other RIL panels will be used for their QTL mappings.  

 

 

Figure 4.7: The number of dauer larvae in the two C. elegans RIL panels. (A) CB4856 x N2 

RILs with incompatibility region included, (B) CB4856 x N2 RILs with incompatibility region 

removed and (C) DR1350 x N2 RILs. Black dotted line indicates LOD score; numbers above 

the line indicate the LOD value. Black triangles indicate marker position. 
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Figure 4.8: The number of dauer larvae in the C. briggsae RIL panel. Black dotted line 

indicates LOD score; numbers above the line indicate the LOD value. 

 

These analyses show an interesting and distinct set of QTL for dauer larvae development 

between the two RIL panels (CB4856 x N2 (B) and DR1350 x N2 (C)), neither of which overlap 

with the other (Fig 4.7). Table 4.1 shows potential overlapping QTLs between the ones 

identified here and with the ILs used in Chapter Three.  

The C. briggsae, HK104 x AF16, RIL panel shows the largest number of QTLs (Four) for dauer 

larvae development out of the three RIL panels investigated (Fig 4.8). This could be due to 

the number of genomic markers the RILs were genotyped to as low resolution and distance 

between markers lower the accuracy of comparisons and the C. briggsae had considerably 

more markers than the two C. elegans RILs. The proportion of phenotype variation explained 

by these QTLs (R
2
 value in Table 4.1) was identified. The amount of variation found in these 

dauer larvae formation QTLs correlates with the amount of variation identified by Harvey et 

al., (2008).   
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I  1 1.9-3.5  X 
 

  
 

2 4.3-9.6 X 

     3 10.3-11.1 
 

     4 9.6-11.1 
 

   II  5 0-2.8 
  

  
  6 1.7-3.4 

 

3.3-4 

(0.15) 

  
 

7 12.6-14.0 
 

   
 

8 11.2-12.6 
 

   
  9 13.2-17.5 

 

  

14.1-14.9 

(0.08) 

III  10 2.5-8.3 
 

     11 8.0-10.6 
 

     12 10.0-11.3 
 

   
IV  13 0.8-2.3 X 

0.5-2.7 

(0.18) 

    14 2.3-3.9 
 

   
 

15 9.1-10.9 X 

   
 

16 11.7-13.7 X 

   

      

15.1-17.2 

(0.12) 

      

   

3.7-7.7 

(0.07) 

V  17 11.8-14.0 X 

     18 17.4-19.5 
 

   X 19 0-1.5 X 

     20 1.5-3.3 
 

  
 

  21 3.3-5.8 X 

  

4.7-6.7 

(0.09) 

 
22 5.8-8.0 X 

     23 8.7-11.1 
 

   

     

  

  24 13.9-17.6 
X 

 

11.9-15.3 

(0.14) 

  

Table 4.1: Locations of QTLs detected for the number of dauer larvae in the ILs from Chapter 

Three and the RILs assayed in this Chapter. The proportion of the variance explained, R
2
, in 

brackets. Bold value on chromosome IV shows the incompatibility QTL.  
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DISCUSSION 

Here we have demonstrated extensive variation in both population size and the number of 

dauer larvae in growing populations of two C. elegans RIL panels and in a panel of C. 

briggsae RILs.  The CB4856 x N2 RILs showed little variation in the population size, whereas 

most of the RILs produced significantly fewer dauer larvae than N2 (Fig 4.1 A-D). This is a 

similar picture to what is shown from the ILs in Chapter Three; lines which were produced 

from these RILs. The DR1350 x N2 RILs showed the biggest difference in the population size 

out of the three panels, with relatively few lines showing a difference from N2 for dauer 

larvae formation (Fig 4.2 A-B). From these analyses, variation in dauer larvae formation in a 

growing population is higher in the CB4856 x N2 RILs. This greater variation could be due to 

the relatedness between the parental lines which make up the RIL panel; CB4856 is highly 

genetically divergent from N2 with a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) every 840bp 

(Koch et al., 2000) and DR1350 is less genetically divergent. This suggests the complex 

architecture of dauer larvae development reflects differences due to selective history. 

As each panel was assayed in 2-4 blocks, the number of dauer larvae was mapped for each 

block using the raw numbers from the population assay in the CB4856 x N2 RILs to check for 

a block effect (Fig 4.4). The dauer larvae data did not show great variation suggesting that 

dauer larvae formation is either a more conserved trait, or that in this style of assay its 

underlying genetics are conserved. As the mapping showed little variation, the data was 

pooled and the number of dauer larvae was mapped again using the four strategies 

mentioned in the methods. Little variation between the four strategies was shown; a QTL on 

chromosome IV, an area of incompatibility (HE Orbidans and SC Harvey, personal 

communication), identified in three out of four mapping strategies, and a QTL on 

chromosome II in one of four mapping strategies (Fig 4.5). These same data were mapped 
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again with lines containing this region of incompatibility removed, the first three markers 

from on chromosome IV, which revealed a QTL on chromosome II in all four strategies (Fig 

4.6). This indicates incompatibilities have the potential for masking other QTLs. The results 

from the four strategies were very similar. As the QTL on chromosome II that is identified in 

all four strategies after the incompatibility region removed was also seen using the raw 

dauer larvae numbers with the region, this was used for the mapping of the other RIL panels. 

In the CB4856 x N2 RILs only one QTL for dauer larvae development was identified (as the 

one of chromosome IV is not a dauer larvae QTL) (Fig 4.7), which does not correlate with the 

24 QTLs identified in the ILs identified in Chapter Three. Table 4.1 shows that this QTL 

potentially overlaps with a QTL found in the ILs. The difference in the number of QTL 

identified could be due to the nature of the differences in genomic structure between the 

RILs and ILs. Each RIL has more than one introgressed fragment whereas each IL has only 

one, and increasing the number of lines in each type will increase the mapping resolution; in 

RILs because recombination frequency is fixed and in ILs because minimising the 

introgression will mean more lines are needed. Lisec et al., (2009) demonstrated a similar 

finding when using RILs and ILs to identify heterotic metabolite QTL in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

Using a panel of 369 RILs they identified 147 QTLs and with a panel of 41 ILs they identified 

634 QTLs (Lisec et al., 2009). The DR1350 x N2 RILs identified just one QTL for dauer larvae 

development, on the X chromosome (Fig 4.7). This QTL contains the genes srg-36 and srg-37 

and co-localises with a QTL identified in the Chapter Three. This QTL also co-localises with 

one identified by Harvey et al., (2008) for dauer larvae development in the standard dauer 

larvae assay using a single cohort of age-matched worms. In these two C. elegans RIL panels 

both of the QTLs here correlated with the QTLs identified in Chapter Three.  The proportion 

of the variance explained (R
2
) matches a previous study of dauer larvae development, which 
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supports the validity of these QTLs, where Harvey et al., 2008 identified 6 QTL for dauer 

larvae formation in response to different food concentrations, using DR1350 x N2 RILs and 

the standard dauer larvae assay (Harvey et al., 2008).  

For a comparative analysis of dauer larvae development in growing populations, a panel of 

C. briggsae RILs using the parent isolates HK104 and AF16 were analysed. This analysis 

showed variation in population size and the number of dauer larvae similar to that seen in 

the C. elegans panels, with fewer numbers of dauer larvae formed in the RILs than the 

parent, in this case AF16 (Fig. 4.3 A-C). This panel showed more variation in dauer larvae 

development than the DR1350 x N2 RILs and less variation than the CB4856 x N2 RILs, which 

shows that HK104 is greatly genetically divergent from AF16 (Hillier et al., 2007). When the 

raw numbers were mapped, four QTL were identified (Fig 4.8) one on chromosome II, one 

on IV, one on V and one on the X chromosome. This panel had considerably more markers; 

451 compared to 121 in the CB4856 x N2 and 39 in the DR1350 x N2 RILs, than the other two 

which is a reason why more QTLs were identified, and further demonstrates the importance 

of increasing the number of markers and the number of lines that are assayed (Keurentjes et 

al., 2007; Beavis, 1998). Although the C. briggsae genome is approximately the same size as 

C. elegans (Stein et al., 2003; Hillier et al., 2007) the positioning of certain genes are not in 

the same place as C. elegans. Due to the syntenic nature of the two species their QTLs 

cannot be compared directly, however, Table 4.1 shows the potential overlap of QTLs. 

Another reason why these two data sets cannot be directly compared is because of their 

ecological niches. It has been shown that while C. elegans out-competes C. briggsae at lower 

temperatures, at higher temperatures the roles are reversed (Félix and Duveau, 2012). Here, 

C. elegans is grown under optimal conditions (Chapter Two) for population growth whereas 

C. briggsae has a higher optimal temperature, and therefore is at a disadvantage. This C. 
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briggsae data makes a nice standalone comparative study of dauer larvae development, but 

cannot be directly compared to C. elegans until the genome of HK104 has been fully 

sequenced and annotated, therefore the QTLs identified here will not, at this time, be 

further examined. 

The variation shown in Figures 4.1-3 does not correlate with the very few QTL identified in 

Figures 4.7-8. This is potentially due to the small numbers of genetic markers (shown in the 

difference between the three panels), the number of lines assayed (shown by the difference 

between the RILs and ILs) and shows that the power of ILs in identifying genomic regions 

controlling a phenotype is far greater than that of RILs. The genetic divergence of the 

parental lines also reduces the number of real QTLs identified due to incompatibilities, for 

this reason, new sets of RILs and ILs would be a valuable resource. However, robust QTLs are 

still identified, and are supported because they co-localise with the QTLs identified in 

Chapter Three. The QTLs found in Chapter Three and in the C. elegans panels here will be 

further analysed for the underlying genes effecting dauer larvae development in growing 

populations in Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Candidate dauer development gene detection and analysis 

 

npr-1 data reported in this chapter has been published as: 

Green J.W.M., Snoek L.B., Kammenga
 
J.E. and Harvey S.C. (2013). Genetic mapping of 

variation in dauer larvae development in growing populations of Caenorhabditis elegans. 

Heredity 111: 306-313 

Data used in Figure 5.5 was collected by an undergraduate student, Luke Rahman, and was 

analysed by myself. 
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SUMMARY 

In Chapters Three and Four, a large number of QTLs were identified for variation in dauer 

larvae development in a growing population. Here, bioinformatic analyses of these QTLs 

indicates: (1) regions that contain genes previously known to be associated with dauer 

larvae development, (2) potential candidate genes not previously shown to have an effect on 

dauer larvae development, and (3) regions which indicate domestication in the N2 genotype 

and regions that are not present in the CB4856 genotype. Three candidate genes; npr-1, srg-

36 and srg-37 are then further analysed for their effect on dauer larvae development in 

growing populations. Analysis of npr-1 indicates an allelic effect which lowers the number of 

dauer larvae formed in a growing population without affecting the population size. 

Additional analysis indicates that the bordering phenotype of npr-1 does not correlate with 

dauer larvae formation in wild isolates. Mutant isolates containing deletions of srg-36 and 

srg-37 show reduced dauer larvae development in growing populations, with some variation 

in population size, increasing the number of nematodes. RNAi analysis of srg-36 and srg-37 

indicates that disruption of srg-37 results in fewer dauer larvae in N2, but that disruption of 

srg-36 does not. However, these analyses are inconclusive due to the life history differences 

observed between the mutant lines of differing RNAi sensitivity. These analyses therefore 

indicate that at least one domestication allele affects dauer larvae development in growing 

populations, suggesting that several other QTLs could be explained by similar domestication 

alleles, and that analysis of complex traits by RNAi in C. elegans is complicated by the 

difference between lines. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dauer larvae development in C. elegans is a highly complex polygenic trait, with dozens of 

known genes affecting the trait. Quantitative genetics is useful for identifying both natural 

variation and alleles underlying lab adaptation (Rockman et al., 2010). QTL analysis using 

inbred lines is commonly used for dissecting complex traits (Mackay 2001; Darvasi and 

Pisanté-Shalom, 2002; Steinmetz et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2009; Rockman et al., 2010). 

Progression from a defined QTL to the associated gene can be difficult as QTLs often span 

regions containing hundreds of genes, for example, around 500 genes underlying QTLs found 

in D. melanogaster (Mackay, 2004); 9038 genes underlying 26 QTL found in mice (Gao et al., 

2008) and in the C. elegans QTLs identified in Chapter Three as few as ~300 and up to ~3000 

potential candidate genes were found (Table 5.1). As many complex traits are polygenic, 

coupled with the large number of genes underlying a QTL region, the discovery of a single 

gene polymorphism is arduous, although this is now improving with the ability to increase 

recombination and the number of genetic markers a strain can be mapped at (Yan et al., 

2010). McGrath et al., (2009) demonstrates the identification of two QTL leading to single 

genes using C. elegans Recombinant Inbred Advanced Intercross Lines (RIALS) (Rockman and 

Kruglyak, 2008), which have been genotyped to 1455 markers across the genome (Rockman 

and Kruglyak, 2009). The development of RIALS clearly demonstrates the effect increased 

recombination and a large number of well-spaced markers can have on gene identification.  

Once a gene has been identified it can be, for example, introgressed into a wild background 

through mating a transgene male with wild females or hermaphrodites, with further crossing 

to isolate the genomic region in the wild background (Gidalevitz et al., 2013). Alternatively, 

an inbred line can be backcrossed for many generations, producing an isogenic line which 
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contains the gene of one parent in another genomic background (Soller et al., 1976; 

Econopouly et al., 2011). 

Another way of investigating a particular gene is through RNA interference (RNAi), a method 

of gene silencing using double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) (Fire et al., 1998). It was first observed 

in C. elegans when dsRNA was injected into the body cavity with observable changes to 

phenotypes (Fire et al., 1998). Following this, a library of bacterial feeding clones has been 

constructed. These bacterial clones express dsRNA corresponding to a single gene (Kamath 

et al., 2003) and when fed to C. elegans, they have shown loss of function phenotypes 

(Timmons and Fire, 1998). This powerful approach to gene targeting allows for fast 

identification of phenotype variation due to gene knockouts. The RNAi pathway is highly 

conserved in eukaryotes and a huge number of studies have been done in model organisms. 

Examples of such RNAi studies are, observing gene function in specific tissues of D. 

melanogaster (Dietzl et al., 2007), identification of genes involved in root transformation in 

A. thaliana (Crane and Gelvin, 2007), targeting genes associated with Parkinson disease in M. 

musculus (Zhou et al., 2007b) and an RNAi screen to identify genes of the p53 pathway in 

human cell cultures (Berns et al., 2004). An RNAi screen for enhanced dauer larvae 

formation was performed by Jensen et al., (2010b). In this study, 513 RNAi clones were 

screened for dauer larvae formation, resulting in identification of 21 genes for this 

phenotype, only one of which has previously been associated with dauer larvae formation. 

Further analysis of genes known to affect dauer larvae formation showed increased dauer 

larvae formation in response to pathogenic bacteria (Jensen et al., 2010b).  

Bioinformatic analysis of the QTLs identified in Chapter Three has revealed a number of 

potential candidate genes for further analysis. One of the candidates, variation in npr-1, a 

neuropeptide Y receptor homolog located under QTL 21 was further investigated for dauer 
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larvae development in growing populations using three mutant isolates and ewIR81; the IL 

which is CB4856 at this locus. This locus is of interest as the lab-derived (McGrath et al., 

2009) N2 allele of npr-1, known to be polymorphic between N2 and all wild isolates of C. 

elegans, including CB4856 (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998; Anderson and Kruglyak, 2009). 

npr-1 is also of i te est as it s ee  fou d to e i po ta t i  a la ge u e  of phe ot pes 

such as, thermal preference (Gaertner et al., 2012), feeding behaviour (de Bono and 

Bargmann, 1998), response to O2 and CO2 (McGrath et al., 2009), innate immune response 

(Styer et al., 2008), pathogen susceptibility (Reddy et al., 2009) and recently in lifetime 

fecundity, adult body size and susceptibility to Staphylococcus aureus (Anderson et al., 

2014). These analyses reveal the first genes to have a role in dauer larvae development in 

growing populations. 

The other candidates, genes known to be involved in dauer larvae development, srg-36 and 

srg-37, serpentine receptor class G, which are located under QTL 24 were also investigated 

for dauer larvae development in growing populations, as they code for the G protein-

coupled receptors for ascaroside C3 (McGrath et al., 2011), a part of the dauer pheromone. 

The srg- genes will be investigated using NILs containing deletions at these positions and 

with RNAi bacterial feeding clones. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Nematodes and assays 

C. elegans wild type N2, the npr-1 mutants DA508: npr-1(g320)X, DA609: npr-1(n1353)X and 

DA650: npr-1(ad609)X, the RNAi mutants NL2099: rrf-3(pk1426)II and NL3321: sid-

1(pk3321)V were obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Centre. The srg-36 and 37 NILs 

CX13249 (LSJ2 deletion) and CX13591 (CC1 deletion) (McGrath et al., 2012) were obtained 

from C.I. Bargmann at The Rockefeller University, New York, USA. RNAi feeding clones X-

6L13 and X-6L23 were obtained from Source BioScience (Nottingham, United Kingdom). The 

wild isolates and isogenic lines used were as described in Chapter Three. Maintenance of 

lines and population assays were prepared as those used in Chapter Two, the 3D 

environment technique was used for each experiment.  

 

Candidate gene discovery 

The QTL regions found in the IL and RIL analysis in the previous Chapters were evaluated by 

taking the two marker positions of the outer measurements of the QTL region, the genetic 

marker positions of the QTLs were analysed using the WormMart tool in Wormbase 

(www.Wormbase.org) which highlights the genes underlying these regions. The annotated 

genes found in this search were examined for dauer larvae development effects, to identify 

candidate genes for dauer larvae development in growing populations. Genes known to be 

associated with laboratory domestication were investigated (Weber et al., 2010) and genetic 

regions which are not present in the CB4856 genotype were also analysed (Maydan et al., 

2007. The domestication and missing genes were discounted from further examination, and 

due of the number of known dauer larvae genes and candidate dauer larvae genes available, 

it was not possible to test them all, therefore two QTLs found on the X chromosome of the 
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ILs in Chapter Three and the RILs in Chapter Four were used to find candidate genes for 

dauer larvae development. 

 

npr-1 

Population size and number of dauer larvae at food exhaustion were investigated using the 

isolate DA650, which contains the g320 npr-1 allele from RC301 backcrossed ten times into 

an N2 background (Gloria-Soria and Azevedo, 2008), the isolates DA609 and DA508, which 

contain different npr-1 loss-of-function alleles (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998) and the IL, 

ewIR81, which is CB4856 for this gene. The feeding behaviour effect of bordering, where 

worms tended to accumulate around the edge of a bacterial lawn (de Bono and Bargmann, 

1998), was analysed, using the same wild isolates used in Chapter Three, to look for 

associations between dauer larvae development and bordering. 

 

srg-36 and srg-37 

Population size and number of dauer larvae at food exhaustion were investigated using RNAi 

clones on RNAi susceptible (NL2099) and resistant (NL3321) isolates and N2.  The genes, srg-

36 and srg-37, were also analysed using the isolates CX13249 and CX13591, NILs containing 

deletions of the srg-36 and srg-37 genomic regions (McGrath et al., 2012) and the IL, 

ewIR89, CB4856 at this genomic region. Lifetime fecundity, as described in Chapter Two, was 

also analysed in the RNAi susceptible and resistant isolates and N2 on plates with OP50.  
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RNAi  

The feeding protocol from Kamath et al., (2000) was used and adapted for use in a growing 

population assay. Colonies of the RNAi feeding clones were picked and grown overnight in LB 

with 50µg/ml ampicillin. NGM plates (adjusted for the 3D environment) with added 

carbenicillin to 25 µg/ml of the final concentration and IPTG to 1 mM to the final 

concentration, were seeded with the grown bacterial cultures and left to dry and grow for 3 

days, until a small lawn had formed. Four plate assays were set up, one of each feeding 

clone, X-6L13 and X-6L23, one with mixed feeding clones and one with OP50 as a control. 

(OP50 assays did not include the ampicillin, carbenicillin or IPTG). A single L4 stage 

nematode was then added to each plate and incubated at 20
◦
C, nematodes used were the 

two RNAi mutants, NL2099 and NL3321, and N2 as a control. On day 8 of growth (the 

average day for food exhaustion of 20% w/v E. coli) the population size and number of dauer 

larvae were determined as in Chapter Two. 

 

Analysis 

Population size data was analysed by One-way ANOVA with post hoc testi g  Fishe s least 

significant difference test. Dauer larvae numbers were ere analysed by Kruskal-Wallis test 

with Mann-Whitney U tests used for pairwise testing as the Kruskal-Wallis test lacks a post 

hoc test. Pearson's Correlation Coefficient was used to analyse the relationship of the 

bordering phenotype and dauer larvae formation. All analyses were carried out using 

Minitab® Statistical Software (Minitab, Coventry, UK).  
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RESULTS 

Candidate gene discovery 

Analysis of the QTLs identified in Chapter Three show that 20 out of the 24 QTL regions 

contain genes which are known to affect dauer larvae development. These QTLs could 

therefore be a consequence of variation in these genes. These analyses also show that 8 of 

the QTLs contain genes which are deleted in the CB4856 genotype, and 5 of the QTLs contain 

genes which are thought to be involved in domestication in N2 (Table 5.1). Two QTL in 

particular, QTL5 on chromosome II and QTL18 on chromosome V, span regions which have a 

large number of genes missing from the CB4856 genome; 148 and 88 respectively. Given this 

number of candidate genes, further analysis was restricted to the X chromosome. The total 

number of potential genes on the X chromosome is 7429 (Table 5.1), an impossible number 

of potential candidates to test in a growing population assay. Interestingly, QTL24 contains 

npr-1, a gene known to be associated with a number of phenotypes and is associated with 

laboratory domestication in N2 (Weber et al., 2010). Although known not to affect dauer 

larvae formation in standard dauer larvae assays (Viney et al., 2003), a polymorphism at npr-

1 is known to affect many traits (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998; Gloria-Soria and Azevedo, 

2008; Reddy et al., 2009; Andersen et al., 2014), therefore polymorphism at npr-1 was 

investigated in a population growth assay. Also identified in a region on the X chromosome 

were the two chemosensory genes, srg-36 and srg-37, within QTL24, also identified in a QTL 

in the DR1350 RILs from Chapter Four (Table 5.2). These genes are known to be associated 

with dauer larvae development, as they encode redundant G-protein-coupled receptors for 

ascaroside C3 (a part of the dauer pheromone) (McGrath et al., 2011), which makes them an 

interesting choice as candidates for a population growth assay. The RILs from Chapter Four 

did not reveal as many QTLs as the ILs; two in the CB4856 x N2, two in the DR1350 x N2 and 
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four in the HK104 x AF16, with only two; one from each of the C. elegans RILs, overlapping a 

QTL from Chapter Three (Table 5.2). For these reasons, candidates were investigated from 

the IL QTLs.
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Chr QTL Limits Effect No. of 

genes 

Known dauer 

larvae genes 

Gene deletions (not present in CB4856) Domestication 

polymorphism 

I 1 1.9-3.5 + 331 srbc-64 Y39G10AR.5(zeel-1) F55A12.8  (nath-10) 

 2 4.3-9.6 - 2202 aap-1, daf-8, 

dyf-1, dyf-5, 

ins-8 

  

 3 8.7-

11.8 

+ 1009 daf-16, dyf-5, 

eak-6, tax-2 

  

 4 9.6-

11.1 

- 476 daf-16, eak-6   

II 5 0-2.8 - 913 che-10 C03H5.1(clec-10), F28A10.3, T07D3.5, T07D3.4, K02E7.9, K02E7.5, K02E7.10, 

K02E7.12, Y51H7BR.3, Y51H7BR.2(fbxb-43), Y51H7BR.1(fbxb-42), 

K05F6.5(fbxb-44), K05F6.4, K05F6.6(fbxb-52), K05F6.3(fbxb-51), K05F6.7(fbxb-

54), K05F6.2(fbxb-5), K05F6.8, K05F6.9(fbxb-46), K05F6.1(fbxb-49), K05F6.10, 

C08E3.7, C08E3.8, C08E3.9, C08E3.10, C08E3.11, C08E3.12, ZC204.9(fbxb-20), 

F58E1.12, F58E1.13, F36H5.9, F36H5.11(fbxb-12), F36H5.3(math-28), 

F36H5.2b(math-27), F36H5.1(math-26), C08F1.4a(math-3), C08F1.5(math-4), 

C08F1.10, C08F1.6, C08F1.3(fbxb-13), C08F1.2(str-21), C08F1.1(math-2), 

C08F1.7(str-22), C08F1.8, C08F1.9, T08E11.6(fbxb-10), T08E11.7(fbxa-3), 

T08E11.5, T08E11.4(math-41), T08E11.3(math-40), T08E11.2(math-39), 

T08E11.8, T08E11.1, C52E2.5, C52E2.4, C52E2.6(fbxb-97), C52E2.7(fbxb-96), 

C52E2.3, C52E2.2, C52E2.1(fbxb-95), C52E2.8, C16C4.7, C16C4.6(fbxb-98), 

C16C4.5(math-15), C16C4.4(math-14), C16C4.15(math-10), C16C4.16(math-

11), C16C4.3(math-13), C16C4.8(math-16), C16C4.9(math-17), 

C16C4.10(math-5), C16C4.11(math-6), C16C4.12(math-7), C16C4.13(math-8), 

C16C4.14(math-9), C16C4.2(math-12), C16C4.1, C46F9.4(math-25), 

C46F9.3(math-24), C46F9.2(math-23), C46F9.1(math-22), F52C6.5(math-30), 

F52C6.6(math-31), F52C6.7(bath-11), F52C6.8(bath-4), F52C6.9(bath-6), 

F52C6.10(bath-7), F52C6.11(bath-2), F52C6.4, F52C6.3, F52C6.2, 

F52C6.1(bath-22), F52C6.12, F52C6.13,F52C6.14, C40D2.2(math-20), 

C40D2.1(math-19), C40D2.4, F59H6.5, F59H6.6, F59H6.4(math-32), F59H6.3, 

F59H6.2, F59H6.8(bath-21), F59H6.9(bath-1), F59H6.10(bath-3), 
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F59H6.11(bath-5), F59H6.12, F59H6.1(bath-19), B0047.1(bath-20), B0047.2, 

B0047.3(bath-24), B0047.4(math-1), B0047.5(bath-14), F07E5.4, 

F07E5.2(fbxb-35), F07E5.5, T16A1.4, T16A1.5, T16A1.9, T16A1.1(math-42), 

K09F6.6, K09F6.9, K09F6.10, K09F6.7, K09F6.8, B0281.4, B0281.5, B0281.6, 

B0281.3, B0281.2, B0281.7, B0281.8, B0281.1, ZK1240.4, ZK1240.5, ZK1240.9, 

ZK1240.3, ZK1240.6, ZK1240.2, ZK1240.8, ZK1240.1, F43C11.11, F43C11.12, 

F16G10.5, F16G10.4, F16G10.3, F42G2.5 

 

 6 1.7-3.4 + 611    

 7 11.8-

14.0 

- 576 daf-22 F15A4.8b(chil-28), Y46G5A.7, Y46G5A.8, E01G4.5  

 8 11.2-

12.6 

+ 461 age-1, daf-22   

 9 13.2-

17.5 

+ 484 asc-1, daf-5   

III 10 2.5-8.3 + 1675 daf-2, daf-4, 

ncr-2 

 thoc-2, Y40D12A.1, 

cyk-1, K04G7.1(rnp-7), 

R151.2, F56C9.11 

 11 8.0-

10.6 

- 865 asna-1, hpd-1, 

ncr-2, tax-4 

F44E2.2b(retr-1) B0303.7, ZK507.1, 

emb-9, K04H4.2, vps-

53 

 12 10.0-

11.3 

+ 323    

IV 13 0-2.3 - 484 daf-1, daf-18 F38A1.7(clec-168), F38A1.14(clec-169), F38A1.13, R05C11.2  

 14 2.3-3.9 - 407  Y69A2AR.24, Y69A2AR.25, Y69A2AR.13, Y69A2AR.12, Y69A2AR.12, 

Y69A2AR.26(nhr-242), Y69A2AR.11, Y69A2AR.10, Y69A2AR.9, Y69A2AR.8, 

Y69A2AR.27, Y94H6A.10 

 

 15 9.1-

10.9 

- 707 daf-10, daf-14, 

daf-15, ins-1 

  

 16 11.7-

13.7 

- 937 eak-4, unc-31   

V 17 10.4-

17.4 

+ 3042 che-11, daf-11 C54D10.7 (dct-3)  

 18 17.4-

19.5 

- 697  T27C5.7, T27C5.12, T27C5.8, T27C5.14(srh-96), T27C5.10, F20E11.15(srbc-27), 

F20E11.16(srbc-28), F20E11.2(srsx-2), F20E11.11(srh-175), F20E11.12(srh-

str-200 
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154), F20E11.13(srh-158), F20E11.3(srh-160), F20E11.8(srh-157), 

F20E11.9(srh-156), F20E11.14(srh-161), F20E11.10(srh-203), F20E11.4(str-

200), F20E11.1(srz-48), F20E11.5, F20E11.7, F20E11.6(srw-72), F08E10.1(srh-

235), F08E10.8(srh-114), F08E10.3(srh-123), F08E10.2(srbc-61), F08E10.4(srh-

110), F08E10.5(srh-253), F08E10.6(srh-111), F08E10.7, K03D7.9, K03D7.8, 

K03D7.7(fbxa-102), K03D7.6(srh-118), K03D7.5, K03D7.4(srh-261), C18D4.3, 

Y6G8.1(srz-45), Y6G8.2, F57G4.5, F57G4.6, F57G4.9, F57G4.7, F57G4.8, 

F59A1.5, F59A1.9, F59A1.8(fbxa-129), F59A1.12, Y94A7B.5(srh-298), 

Y94A7B.6(srh-300), Y94A7B.8(srh-301), Y94A7B.9(srh-304), Y94A7B.7(srh-

303), F16H6.3, F16H6.4, F16H6.5, F16H6.6, F16H6.7, F16H6.8, F16H6.9, 

F16H6.10, Y37H2B.1, R10E8.7, Y51A2A.2, Y51A2A.3, Y51A2A.4, Y51A2A.11, 

Y51A2A.5, C08E8.3, Y69H2.10b, F11D11.1, T26H2.2(fbxb-115), T26H2.1 (fbxb-

1), F21D9.6, C43D7.7, C43D7.5(sdz-6), C43D7.4, C25F9.6, C25F9.5, C25F9.4, 

C25F9.9, C25F9.2, C25F9.1(srw-85), C25F9.t5, M04C3.1a, M04C3.3, M04C3.2, 

Y43F8B.14, Y43F8B.13 

X 19 0-1.5 - 352 che-2, daf-3, 

mrp-1 

  

 20 1.5-3.3 + 565 hid-1   

 21 2.4-9.3 - 2585 daf-9, hbl-1, 

hid-1, ins-9, ist-

1, ncr-1 

 npr-1 

 22 5.0-9.3 - 1686 daf-9, hbl-1, 

ins-9, ist-1 

  

 23 8.7-

11.1 

+ 766 daf-12, ins-9   

 24 12.9-

17.6 

- 1475 

 

akt-2, daf-6, 

srg-36, srg-37 

  

 

Table 5.1: QTL analysis for candidate genes. QTLs identified in Chapter Three with their genomic length, the number of genes contained and 

the genes of which are known to be associated with dauer larvae development, gene deletions in the CB4856 genotype (Maydan et al., 2007) 

and domesticated N2 genes (Weber et al., 2010), for the QTLs found. Bold ge es i  the k o  daue  la ae ge es  olu  i di ate ha i g a 

polymorphism between N2 and CB4856.
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RIL Chr QTL 

Overlap with 

ILs Limits Effect No. of genes 

CB4856 x N2 II 1 QTL6 3-3.4 N 180 

  IV 2 QTL13 0.5-2.7 N 476 

DR1350 x N2 X 1 QTL24 11.9-15.3 N 1185 

HK104 x 

AF16 II 1 

 

14.1-14.9 N 120 

 

IV 2 

 

15.1-17.2 N 51 

 

V 3 

 

3.7-7.7 N 1073 

  X 4   4.7-6.7 N 328 

 

Table 5.2: QTL analysis of the RIL panels from Chapter Four. Bold data on chromosome IV is 

the incompatibility QTL. 

 

As there is, as yet, no sequence data for HK104 to check SNPs data between HK104 and 

AF16, further analyses comparing C. elegans and C. briggsae QTLs were not performed. A 

lack of chromosomal synteny, the physical co-localisation of genetic loci, between the two 

species increases the difficulty of further analysis, for example, daf-18 underlies the QTL on 

chromosome IV in the C. briggsae RILs and QTL13 in the C. elegans IL. While it is known that 

there is no polymorphism changing the coding sequence of daf-18 between CB4856 and N2, 

without the sequence data for HK104 there are no means to check for a polymorphism of 

daf-18 between HK104 and AF16. These data will be further investigated in time. 
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npr-1 

Analysis of isolates containing different alleles of npr-1 indicates that variation of npr-1 

affects dauer larvae formation in growing populations (A. Population size: F3,56 = 2.32, p = 

0.09; Dauer: H = 36.58, df = 3, p < 0.001. B. Population size: F4,62 = 1.19, p = 0.36; Dauer: H = 

47.0, df = 4, p < 0.001. C. Population size: F4,47 = 2.01, p = 0.110; Dauer: H = 26.72, df = 4, p < 

0.001) with alleles that produce a bordering phenotype lowering the number of dauer 

larvae produced (Fig 5.1). Interestingly, these analyses indicate that the effect of variation in 

npr-1 on dauer larvae formation is allele-specific, with a much stronger effect on dauer 

larvae development observed in DA609. Although a bordering effect is shown to reduce the 

number of dauer larvae formed with the npr-1 mutants, the effect of bordering in wild 

isolates does not correlate with the number of dauer larvae seen in wild isolates (from 

Chapter Three) (Pearson correlation of percentage bordering and number of dauer larvae = 

0.052, p = 0.83) (Fig 5.2) and indeed shows that unlike the fewer number of dauer larvae 

formed in the npr-1 mutants, most of the wild isolates produce more dauer larvae in a 

growing population than N2 (Chapter Three). This analysis does however indicate that wild 

isolates differ in the extent to which they border (Fig 5.2). Hence, this analysis suggests that 

additional loci affect bordering, either directly or by interacting with npr-1.  
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Figure 5.1: Caenorhabditis elegans dauer larvae development in growing populations is 

affected by npr-1. The mean number of (±1 SE) worms (Top) and dauer larvae (Bottom) 

present at food exhaustion for populations started with one fourth-stage larva (L4) and 100 

μl of 20% (w/v) Escherichia coli incubated at 20
◦
C. A, B and C represent three assay repeats, 

ewIR81, the IL that is CB4856 at this region was added after the first assay. Dotted black 

horizontal lines show mean N2 values. Error bars indicate standard errors. Significance is 

shown by the asterisks on the x-axis denoting isolates that differ from N2. (Population size: 

p < 0. ; Fishe s Least “ig ifi a t Diffe e e. Daue  la vae: p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Bordering in wild isolates is not correlated with dauer larvae development in 

growing populations. Pearson correlation of percentage bordering and dauer larvae 

formation in growing populations. The solid marker indicates the value of N2. Error bars 

indicate standard errors.  
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srg-36 and srg-37 

Analysis of the RNAi susceptible and resistant lines when grown on standard OP50, shows a 

difference in both population size and the number of dauer larvae formed at food 

exhaustion (Population size: F2,29 = 11.06, p < 0.001; Dauer: H = 22.58, df = 2, p < 0.001) (Fig 

5.3A and B). Analyses also shows that lifetime fecundity is effected by the two mutant 

isolates (F2,29 = 11.69, p < 0.001) (Fig 5.3C). These analyses show that the lines differ in these 

life-history traits. However, it is unclear if the mutations for susceptibility and resistance to 

RNAi cause these effects or if the lines have other mutations. This indicates that the 

mutations the two RNAi lines have incurred deleterious effects to their life-history traits, or 

have other mutations which infer the fitness loss. 

 

Figure 5.3: RNAi mutant lines show a difference to N2 when grown under normal assay 

conditions. (A) The mean number of (±1 SE) worms (B) the number of dauer larvae present 

at food exhaustion and (C) lifetime fecundity. Dotted black horizontal lines show mean N2 

values. Error bars indicate standard errors. Significance is shown by the asterisks on the x-

axis denoting isolates that differ from N2. (Population size: p < 0. ; Fishe s Least 

Significant Difference. Dauer larvae and fecundity: p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 

 

Analysis of RNAi gene knockout (Fig 5.4) indicates that growth on RNAi clone targeting srg-

36 affects the population size but not the number of dauer larvae formed within (Population 
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size: F2,25 = 10.29, p < 0.001; Dauer: H = 2.25, df = 2, p = 0.28). However, growth on RNAi 

clone targeting srg-37 shows an effect on both population size and the number of dauer 

larvae formed (Population size: F2,22 = 22.22, p < 0.001; Dauer: H = 15.15, df = 2, p < 0.001). 

When both RNAi clones are used it mirrors the effect of srg-36 (Population size: F2,23 = 8.21, 

p = 0.002; Dauer: H = 2.35, df = 2, p = 0.31) where population size is effected but there is no 

effect on the number dauer larvae formed. 

 

Figure 5.4: RNAi analyses of srg-36 and srg-37 in growing populations. The mean number of 

(±1 SE) worms (A) and dauer larvae (B) present at food exhaustion. Error bars indicate 

standard errors. Significance is shown by the asterisks on the x-axis denoting isolates that 

differ from N2 with the same bacterial feed. (Population size: p < 0. ; Fishe s Least 

Significant Difference. Dauer larvae: p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 
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NILs with the genomic region for srg-36 and srg-37 deleted and the IL from Chapter three 

were analysed for dauer larvae development in growing populations. These analyses 

indicate that the population size of ewIR89, the IL which is CB4856 at srg-36 and -37, is not 

different from N2. However, the number of dauer larvae and the proportion of dauer larvae 

are significantly lower in both repeats. The NIL, CX13249, also shows no significant 

difference in population size compared to N2. In both repeats, this NIL forms significantly 

fewer dauer larvae than N2, though in only one repeat is the proportion of dauer larvae 

formed significantly different from N2. The NIL, CX13591, has a significantly higher 

population size than N2 in one repeat and shows no difference in the other. For dauer 

larvae formation and the proportion of dauer larvae, the higher population size repeat 

showed no difference, however, the second repeat shows significantly fewer dauer larvae 

and a lower proportion of dauer larvae than N2 (Fig 5.5).  
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Figure 5.5: srg-36 and srg-37 NILs show variation in dauer larvae development in a growing 

population. The mean number of (±1 SE) worms (A) dauer larvae (B) and the proportion of 

dauer larvae (C) present at food exhaustion, i and ii represent two repeats. Dotted black 

horizontal lines show mean N2 values. Error bars indicate standard errors. Significance is 

shown by the asterisks denoting isolates that differ from N2. (Population size: p < 0.05; 

Fishe s Least “ig ifi a t Diffe e e. Daue  la ae: p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). 
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DISCUSSION 

Here we have analysed the QTLs previously identified from ILs in Chapter Three and RILs in 

Chapter Four. The analysis of the IL QTLs reveal large numbers of genes within the regions, 

some of which are known to affect dauer larvae development; affecting the dauer pathways 

such as the daf family, or chemosensory genes used in assessing their environment such as 

the che family. It is also shown that a number of the QTL regions contain, in some cases, 

large numbers of genes which are deleted in the CB4856 genotype and so were not further 

analysed. Finally, these analyses identify a number of these QTLs contain genes which are 

associated with laboratory domestication in N2, defined through a comparison with the LSJ1 

genome sequence (Weber et al., 2010). N2 and LSJ1 were cultivated separately before 

freezing methods became available, and since then have accrued 1208 genetic differences 

(Weber et al., 2010). Some of these genes are interesting because of their known functions; 

such as srg-47 and str-200, both chemosensory genes, and npr-1 for its wide array of 

phenotypes. From this analysis, the QTLs on the X chromosome were chosen for candidate 

genes discovery, as these QTLs contained no gene deletions in CB4856. npr-1 was chosen as 

a candidate gene for fu the  a al sis e ause of its positio  ithi  QTL  a d it s ell 

known for a number of phenotypes but is not known to affect dauer larvae development. 

srg-36 and -37 were also chosen as candidates for further analysis, located underlying 

QTL24, they have recently been shown to affect dauer larvae development on standard 

dauer assays (McGrath et al., 2011). 

Analysis of the three npr-1 mutants show an effect on dauer larvae development in growing 

populations of C. elegans, to reduce the number of dauer larvae formed without affecting 

the population size (Fig 5.1). These data also indicate an allelic-specific effect, with one 
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mutant, DA609, showing a more pronounced negative effect, and the other two mutants, 

DA508 and DA650, only showing significantly lower numbers in one out of the three assays. 

npr-1 is responsible for the choice between social (bordering on bacterial lawn) and solitary 

(evenly dispersed on bacterial lawn) feeding in C. elegans (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998). 

Given that it has previously been shown there is no effect of bordering behaviour on dauer 

larvae development in standard dauer assays (Viney et al., 2003), this demonstrates an 

example of an indirect effect on dauer larvae development. Lower numbers of dauer larvae 

are observed in the npr-1 mutants, the opposite result to what one might predict if 

clumping behaviour, another feeding behaviour associated with npr-1 (de Bono and 

Bargmann, 1998), where large numbers of worms gather in one area on a bacterial lawn and 

tend to burrow into the agar medium, produces high local pheromone concentrations and 

low local food levels. The reduced numbers of dauer larvae formed in the npr-1 mutants 

also suggests that there is significant genetic variation which would act to increase dauer 

larvae development in many wild isolates as the majority of these lines display the clumping 

phenotype and still produce more dauer larvae than N2 (Fig 5.2 and Chapter Three). 

For the RNAi analysis of srg-36 and -37, the susceptible and resistant lines were analysed for 

any differences from N2. These analyses indicated that the mutations in the lines had 

deleterious effects, reducing the population size, the number of dauer larvae formed in a 

growing population and their lifetime fecundity (Fig 5.3). This unfortunately means that the 

RNAi analysis of srg-36 and -37 is inconclusive due to the differences life-history traits of the 

mutant lines. RNAi analysis of these genes reveals interesting results however. Analysis of 

the three lines, NL2099 (rrf-3 gene conferring hypersensitivity to RNAi), NL3321 (sid-1 gene 

conferring resistance to RNAi) and N2 when fed OP50 show the deleterious effects, but this 
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difference is not seen when they are fed the RNAi clone for srg-36 and a mixture of srg-36 

and -37.  This could indicate that N2 is also affected by the RNAi clone, and the number of 

dauer larvae formed is being reduced. Further analysis of srg-36 and -37 was performed 

using the NILs CX13249 (N2 background and LSJ2 at this genomic region) and CX13591 (N2 

background and CC1 at this genomic region), and the IL ewIR89 which contains the CB4856 

region for these genes. This reveals that all lines form fewer dauer larvae with no difference 

in the population size in a growing population, only CX13591 has a higher population size on 

one of the assays and no difference in the number of dauer larvae formed. Together, these 

analyses indicate that there is an effect by the two srg genes to lower the number of dauer 

larvae formed in a growing population. This result shows similar findings to McGrath et al., 

(2011), where they found dauer larvae formation in response to ascaroside C3 was greatly 

reduced, in a standard dauer larvae assay (McGrath et al., 2011). As these srg genes confer a 

resistance to the ascaroside C3 component of the dauer pheromone the worms will be in 

contact with all other parts in a growing population, a reason why dauer larvae numbers are 

significantly lower than N2, though still present in a growing population assay. 

Here we have demonstrated that analysis of QTL regions results in large numbers of 

potential candidate genes for further investigation (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). With the 

identification of genes known to be associated with dauer larvae development found in 20 

of the 24 QTL. Candidate genes taken from this analysis and further investigated have 

shown that genes known to affect dauer larvae development in standard dauer assays, 

using a single cohort of age matched individuals, show similar results to a growing 

population assay. An npr-1 effect on dauer larvae development in growing populations has 

also been demonstrated where an effect using a single cohort of age matched individuals 
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showed nothing (Viney et al., 2003). This indicates that it is important to analyse the other 

alleles associated with laboratory domestication. With the number of potential genes 

underlying a QTL it is improbable to investigate them all, however, it is clear that each QTL 

needs to be further investigated, including the genes which are known to affect dauer larvae 

formation, as this style of dauer larvae analysis can reveal differences not seen when using 

single cohorts of age matched individuals. 
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CHAPTER SIX: General discussion and future directions 
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PRINCIPLE FINDINGS 

Growing population assays: 

 are a feasible way to investigate dauer larvae development, and compliment other 

methods 

 allow extensive variation in life-history traits to be uncovered 

 demonstrate the high genomic complexity of dauer larvae development through the 

identification of a large number of QTLs for the trait 

 link novel genes to dauer larvae development, previously not known to be involved 

in the trait  

 provide advanced insight into the ecology of C. elegans 

 

This thesis describes the development of methods that allow the analysis of dauer larvae 

development in growing populations of C. elegans (Chapter Two).  Analysis of the canonical 

C. elegans isolate N2 indicated that food availability, dauer pheromone (a measure of 

conspecific population density) and temperature affect dauer larvae development in 

growing populations as would be predicted from analyses of single synchronised cohorts of 

worms, the standard way to examine dauer larvae formation. This is important as it 

validates the assay. Critically, these analyses also demonstrated both that dauer larvae are 

formed prior to patch exhaustion once a certain critical level of food is exceeded and that 

the number of dauer larvae present increases after the patch is exhausted, i.e. worms that 

had not completed development as dauer larvae when the food was exhausted continue 

development in the absence of bacterial food.  
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The work shown in this thesis also indicates that dauer larvae which complete development 

after the exhaustion of the bacterial food patch have a reduced reproductive fitness in 

comparison with dauer larvae that develop prior to patch exhaustion. Given that fitness of 

arrested dauer larvae is known to decline over time (Klass and Hirsh, 1974; Kim & Paik, 

2008), it would be good to see if this dauer survival interacts with the fitness effects 

observed here.  

Using the methods developed for the analysis of growing populations, extensive natural 

genetic variation in dauer larvae development within growing populations across multiple 

wild isolates is uncovered (Chapter Three). Interestingly, this variation presents a different 

picture to that seen in analyses of single synchronised cohorts of worms (Viney et al., 2003), 

in that here many of the wild isolates form more dauer larvae than N2. This observation 

suggests that there may be more complex interactions between the production of 

pheromone by an isolate and the perception of the pheromone.  

To examine the genetic basis of variation of dauer larvae development in growing 

populations, introgression lines (ILs) derived from the genetically divergent isolates N2 

(Bristol, UK) and CB4856 (Hawaii) were analysed (Chapter 3). Analysis revealed a total of 24 

QTL affecting dauer larvae formation; 10 QTLs identified through bin mapping, 18 QTLs 

identified through single IL analysis and 20 QTLs identified through sequential pairwise 

analysis, representing the most QTLs identified in a single screen to date in C. elegans. 

Further analysis of the QTLs (Chapter Five) showed that they are variable across 

environments with negative effect QTLs detectable under a wider range of conditions and 

some positive effect QTLs only being identified with the highest volume of food. However, 

most of the QTLs are confirmed in multiple tests of individual genotypes. These findings 
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validate the QTLs detected, and demonstrate the complex genetic architecture of variation 

in dauer larvae formation in C. elegans. The environmental interactions demonstrated here, 

particularly in the way that the positive and negative effect QTLs differ in their response, 

represent an interesting avenue for future research.  

To further investigate the genetic basis of dauer larvae development, three RIL panels, two 

constructed with different C. elegans parental isolates (CB4856 x N2 and DR1350 x N2) and 

one from C. briggsae (HK104 x AF16), were examined for dauer larvae development in 

growing populations (Chapter Four). These analyses show extensive variation in dauer 

formation in the CB4856 x N2 RIL panel, similar to the analysis of the Chapter Three CB4856 

x N2 ILs. In contrast, while there is variation in dauer formation in the DR1350 x N2 RIL 

panel, it is considerably less. Mapping of these data also revealed differences between the 

two panels; the CB4856 x N2 RILs identifying two QTLs, one each on chromosomes II and IV, 

the DR1350 X N2 RILs identifying one QTL on the X chromosome. Comparison of these two 

genetically divergent isolates suggests that there are differences due to the selective 

history, DR1350 being more genetically related to N2 than CB4856 due to their genetic 

isolation (Koch et al., 2000; Andersen et al., 2012). Comparison of the CB4856 x N2 RILs with 

the ILs from Chapter Three indicate that there are also differences due to the 

methodologies. This can be explained by the differences in composition of their 

introgressions, and shows that the power of ILs in identifying genomic regions controlling 

dauer larvae formation is greater than that of RILs and again demonstrates the complexity 

of dauer larvae development in growing populations. Another consequence of the 

methodologies is a comparison between growing populations and the standard dauer larvae 

formation analysis, demonstrated by the difference in QTLs detected in a previous study of 
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dauer larvae formation using the DR1350 x N2 RILs (Harvey et al., 2008) where three QTLs 

were identified, compared to the single QTL identified in this study. The C. briggsae RIL 

panel was analysed as a comparative study of dauer larvae development in growing 

populations with four QTLs for dauer larvae formation in growing populations identified in 

this panel. 

Of the 24 QTLs identified, analysis showed that 20 contain genes known to be associated 

with dauer larvae development, these QTLs could therefore be a consequence of variation 

at the loci; out of the 47 potential genes, 27 of them have a polymorphism between N2 and 

CB4856. These analyses have also identified regions which contain alleles associated with 

domestication in the laboratory in the N2 genotype in 5 QTLs, and also regions which have 

genes not present in the CB4856 genotype (Chapter Five). Three candidate genes; npr-1, 

srg-36 and srg-37 were further analysed for their effect on dauer larvae development in 

growing populations. Analysis of npr-1 shows that variation at npr-1 acts to reduce dauer 

larvae development in growing populations, with the CB4856 allele acting to lower the 

number of dauer larvae. Additional analysis indicates that the bordering phenotype, known 

to be caused by variation of npr-1, does not correlate with dauer larvae formation in wild 

isolates, suggesting that aggregation caused by attraction to and avoidance of O2 and CO2 

does not affect dauer larvae formation. NILs containing deletions of srg-36 and srg-37 show 

reduced dauer larvae development in growing populations. RNAi analysis of srg-36 and srg-

37 are inconclusive due to the life history differences observed between the mutant lines of 

differing RNAi sensitivity. These analyses therefore indicate that at least one domestication 

allele affects dauer larvae development in growing populations, suggesting that several 
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other QTLs could be explained by similar domestication alleles, and that analysis of complex 

traits by RNAi in C. elegans is complicated by the difference between lines. 

 

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SIGNIFICANCE 

It has been established that population level analyses of C. elegans are feasible and that 

these analyses support previous studies of the environmental factors affecting dauer larvae 

development. Extensive variation in dauer larvae formation has been demonstrated, as well 

as a fitness loss of dauer larvae formed in different circumstances. Analysis of the quality of 

their food source suggests there is also variation which is likely to represent adaptation to 

differing quantities or qualities of food, as well as an adaptive benefit for variation between 

isolates. The ecology of C. elegans is still poorly understood, and as such, these findings help 

to understand the ecological relevance of the variation between isolates in their sensitivity 

to dauer inducing conditions. Comparing the data on growing population assays and the 

recent data on natural propagating populations, it is clear there are similarities. Both the 

laboratory assays and the wild populations can maintain a large number of nematodes of all 

life stages, with a large percentage of them being dauer larvae (Félix and Duveau, 2012). The 

naturally occurring populations have a larger percentage of dauer larvae formed than the 

growing populations bred in the laboratory (Félix and Duveau, 2012). As the number of 

dauer larvae formed in a growing population in a 2D environment is fewer than those 

formed in a 3D environment, it could be inferred that 1. the 3D assay is a nearer 

approximation of the natural environment of C. elegans and 2. there are other variables 

found in nature that affect, and increase, dauer larvae formation. One potential variable 

that would be interesting for further examination would be to investigate the role of natural 
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food sources, either singularly or as a combination of potential food sources. Another 

potential variable for further examination is temperature, as temperatures in the wild vary 

considerably throughout the day, as opposed to the constant temperatures when cultured 

in a laboratory. The reproductive difference represents one aspect of dauer larvae fitness, 

and other aspects, such as fitness loss with age of dauer larvae and any potential maternal 

effects would also need to be investigated.  

That the genetic basis of the extensive variation in dauer larvae development in growing 

populations can be examined with the use of ILs and RILs has also been demonstrated. Such 

an extensive analysis of a phenotype has not been done in nematodes, resulting in an 

unprecedented number of QTLs for a single trait from one mapping panel, and has been 

useful in assessing the power of analysis using ILs and RILs for a complex trait. Dauer larvae 

development in growing populations is highly variable, and is under large amount of 

environmental constraint which affects the detection of QTLs. One complication of the 

results obtained in the QTL analysis is that some QTLs are likely to be a consequence of 

Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities (Haerty and Singh, 2006; Orr and Turelli, 2007; Seidel 

et al., 2008), caused by incompatibilities that reduce population growth rates, for example, 

fecundity and reproductive timing (Snoek et al., 2014), which will affect dauer larvae 

development. 

The establishment of a validated assay for the investigation of dauer larvae development in 

a growing population has added a useful tool for the study of C. elegans dauer larvae 

development, and more generally, for the study of the genetics of complex traits. A 

comparison of the methods for genetic analysis revealed that the use of ILs is far more 

successful in identifying QTLs for dauer larvae development that using RILs, and that analysis 
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of the QTLs can be followed through to low numbers of potential genes. Using different 

combinations of C. elegans strains in the RIL panels did not reveal significant data to suggest 

that, although adapted to laboratory conditions, N2 and CB4856 should be abandoned in 

studying complex traits. The selfing mode of reproduction of C. elegans is not likely to be a 

factor in the study of complex traits which are not sex biased, such as dauer larvae 

development, as analysis of male/female reproduction using  fog-2 mutants did not reveal 

any significant different in dauer larvae development in a growing population (unpublished 

data).  

A number of candidate genes for dauer larvae development in growing populations 

underlying the QTLs were identified and further analysed. In investigating npr-1, a locus of 

interest as a laboratory domesticated allele in N2, I demonstrated an effect to reduce the 

number of dauer larvae formed. Investigation of srg-36 and -37, both important for sensing 

the small molecule signals in the dauer pheromone, also showed an effect to reduce the 

numbers of dauer larvae formed. These analyses have, respectively, shown that a gene 

which has previously been shown to have no effect on dauer larvae development with a 

single cohort of worms has an effect in a growing population, and that genes which are 

known to effect dauer larvae development with a single cohort of worms also have an effect 

in growing populations. This indicates that both assay styles complement each other as 

either is likely to identify subtle differences in dauer larvae induction which the other 

cannot. These results suggest that other alleles linked to domestication in N2, should be 

analysed in growing populations, as well as analysing all genes known to effect dauer larvae 

development in standard dauer assays (Green et al., 2014).  
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Together, this analysis on dauer larvae development in growing populations shows that 

there is extensive natural variation in this complex trait. This study also shows that the 

genetic architecture of dauer larvae development in a growing population is highly complex, 

matching original studies of dauer larvae development within a single cohort of worms. An 

issue of interest both because of our limited understanding of the ecology of C. elegans and 

this trait represented a potentially tractable system for the analysis of the genetics of 

complex traits, a question of more general significance. Understanding the genetic 

architecture and control of complex traits is very important as it allows us to examine how 

they have evolved. This has ecological, as well as human health, implications as many 

complex traits result in disease. 

 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 To identify all genes associated with dauer larvae development in growing 

populations, with a comparison to genes linked to dauer larvae development using 

the standard dauer assay 

 To discover the causal allelic variation for the observed difference in phenotype 

 To compare the mapped incompatibilities of N2 and CB4856 

  To investigate dauer larvae development, in ILs, RILs and/or RIAILS of different 

parental isolates (neither N2 or CB4856) and in a large collection of natural isolates 

allowing GWAS analysis, under a range of environmental conditions 

 To investigate dauer larvae fitness after exposure to consequential pressures, such 

as heat shock, poisoning and pathogens 
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 To perform robust comparisons of laboratory grown and naturally propagating 

populations 

 To investigate potential aspects of pheromone use on rivals and kin 

 

Future directions of the work shown in this thesis are to identify all genes affecting dauer 

larvae development in growing populations which underlie the QTLs found. Linking to this, 

dauer larvae development using the ILs, though under the standard dauer assay, i.e. 

investigating the likelihood of forming dauer larvae, will show any overlapping QTLs and 

genes similar in both assays. Having these two sets of data, it will be possible to discern 

some of the components affecting the dauer larvae development trait, i.e. the same genes 

recognised in both assays would indicate that they are food and/or pheromone perception 

chemosensory genes. Any genes which are not familiar in both assays could then suggest 

that other life-history traits, such as reproductive timing and life-time fecundity, could be 

consequentially causing the variation in dauer larvae development in growing populations. 

From here, work would focus on discovering the alleles which cause variation in the 

phenotype.  

It would be beneficial to compare the mapped incompatibilities (Snoek et al., 2014) to 

ascertain the true dauer larvae development QTLs, forgoing QTLs that are a consequence of 

reduced fitness caused by any incompatibilities due to the distant genetic relatedness of the 

two parental isolates, such as reproductive output. Since there are a number of 

incompatibilities associated with inbred lines from N2 and CB4856 it would be very 

beneficial to investigate ILs and RILs of different parental lines, using recently sampled wild 

isolates that have also not had an opportunity to become adapted to the laboratory 
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environment. This would improve our knowledge of the genetic architecture of natural 

genetic variation. Investigating dauer larvae development in a growing population under a 

wider range of environmental conditions would also help towards understanding how the 

control of variation in dauer larvae development has evolved. Analysis of a larger group of 

wild isolates would also be advantageous as a full GWAS mapping analysis could then be 

performed. 

Investigating the causes of fitness differences between dauer larvae would be interesting; 

are they due to provisioning (e.g. lipid storage levels) or if there are other differences, for 

example epigenetic effects?  Exploring the fitness of choosing to form dauer larvae and the 

fitness of those dauer larvae due to natural environmental pressures, for example 

pathogens, dehydration, temperature fluctuations and competition would also be 

interesting. In combination, such analyses would allow a greater understanding of the likely 

long-term effects of the variation in dauer larvae fitness observed in this thesis. 

As the natural habitat of C. elegans has only recently been discovered (Félix and Duveau, 

2012) it would be valuable to compare naturally propagating and laboratory grown 

populations, with the associated intra- and interspecific relationships. The population sizes 

found in this thesis are larger than the ones identified by Félix and Duveau, 2012, though 

the ratio of dauer larvae to the total number of worms found is much larger in their work, 

up to 70% dauer larvae in one natural population (Félix and Duveau, 2012). This could be 

explained by a number of, potentially interconnected, environmental factors such as the 

difference between a constant laboratory temperature and the fluctuating temperatures 

found in their natural environment, the presence of pathogenic bacteria and which bacteria 

they use as a food source. When worms are fed on dead bacteria in the laboratory, there 
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are drastic differences in the population and the number of dauer larvae formed in a 

growing population, resulting in a much larger ratio of dauer larvae to the total number of 

worms (Appendix Fig 4). Also, heat shock induces the formation of dauer larvae (Ailion and 

Thomas, 2000), touching on the effects of living in a harsh environment.  

Finally, interactions between isolates competing for resources would be interesting to 

investigate further, as the dauer pheromone might represent a way in which worms could 

recognise and respond to kin or rivals (for some discussion of this question, see Viney and 

Franks 2004). The findings of Mayer and Sommer (2011) when investigating dauer larvae 

formation in P. pacificus, show that an isolates response to their own pheromone is 

diffe e t to a othe s phe o o e, suggest this is a possibility in C. elegans. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Appendix Figure 1: Standardising E. coli as food. Single colony of E. coli grown in LB broth 

for 24 hours (A) and 1% w/v solution of E. coli (from 24hr suspension) (B). Error bars signify 

standard errors.  
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Appendix Table 1: A list of genes known to be involved in dauer larvae formation, as 

identified through the standard dauer larvae assay.  
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N2 Mushroom compost Bristol 

JU1494 Rotting stem France 

JU262 Compost France 

JU319 Soil France 

JU345 Arthropod France 

JU362 Compost France 

JU393 Compost France 

JU400 Compost France 

MY1 Compost Germany 

MY16 Compost Germany 

MY2 Compost Germany 

CB4853 Vegetable garden North America 

PX174 Soil North America 

PX179 Arthropod North America 

JU1400 Rotting fruit Spain 

JU1401 Snail Spain 

JU1409 Rotting fruit Spain 

JU1410 Dead snail Spain 

JU1411 Snail Spain 

JU1416 Arthropod Spain 

JU1442 Rotting fruit Spain 

 

Appendix Table 2: Wild isolates and N2 and their original habitat of isolation 

(www.Wormbase.org). 
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Chromosome Total 

number of 

dauer 

larvae 

Population 

size 

% dauer 

larvae 

Single IL analysis 

threshold at a 

0.05 Bonferroni 

correction (p) 

Sequential IL 

analysis 

threshold at a 

0.05 Bonferroni 

correction (p) 

I 2.67 2.67 2.62 0.003 0.002 

II 2.56 2.63 2.58 0.006 0.005 

III 2.57 2.61 2.50 0.003 0.002 

IV 2.89 2.59 2.66 0.003 0.002 

V 2.94 2.86 3.02 0.004 0.003 

X 2.80 2.61 2.65 0.004 0.003 

 

Appendix Table 3: -log10(p) threshold at a  0.05 FDR, for bin mapping the total number of 

dauer larvae, the population size and the percentage of dauer larvae (Column 2, 3 and 4 

respectively) including thresholds for the different mapping methods for total number of 

dauer larvae per chromosome (column 5 and 6).  
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Appendix Figure 2: Bin mapping of population size (upper panel) and percentage of dauer 

larvae (lower panel). Chromosome specific threshold (FDR=0.05) shown by the horizontal 

li e a d sig ifi a e pe  a ke  i  la k. Dete ted QTLs a e sho   the +  positi e 

CB  effe t  a d the -  egati e CB  effe t .  
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Appendix Figure 3: The population size (Top), number of dauer larvae (middle) and percentage dauer 

larvae (bottom) from a population grown on 20% w/v E. coli at 20
◦
C. lines per chromosome are separated 

by the gap. Asterisk (*) signifies difference from N2 within the chromosome. Errors bars signify standard 

error. 
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Appendix Figure 4: The population size (A), number of dauer larvae formed (B) and the 

percentage of dauer larvae (C) at the point of food exhaustion for N2 grown on living or 

dead E. coli (20% w/v at 20
◦
C). Different letters indicate statistically different from one 

another. Errors bars signify standard error. 

 


